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Abstract 

 As humans increasingly alter the surface geomorphology of the Earth, a 

multitude of artificial aquatic systems have appeared, both deliberately and accidentally. 

Human modifications to the hydroscape range from alteration of existing waterbodies to 

construction of new ones. The extent and ecosystem services of these systems are 

underexplored, but likely substantial and changing. Instead of simply accepting that 

artificial ecosystems have intrinsically low values, environmental scientists should 

determine what combination of factors, including setting, planning and construction, 

subsequent management and policy, and time, impact the condition of these systems. 

Scientists, social scientists, and policymakers should more thoroughly evaluate whether 

current study and management of artificial aquatic systems is based on the actual 

ecological condition of these systems, or judged differently, due to artificiality, and 

consider resultant possible changes in goals for these systems. The emerging recognition 

and study of artificial aquatic systems presents an exciting and important opportunity 

for science and society. 

 Irrigation ditches are ubiquitous features of water networks in rural and urban 

settings in drylands, and are thus potentially important habitats within the modern 

hydroscape. The habitat value of ditches and other artificial systems depends on 

whether these systems respond to local and watershed-scale land use in similar ways to 
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natural features, or whether artificial origin inherently constrains a system's ecological 

condition. The ditches and creeks of Bishop, California are fed by water from the same 

minimally developed watershed on the Eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, 

and so served to test whether artificial and natural waters in the same watershed setting 

and with shared water can provide similar habitat. We sampled benthic 

macroinvertebrates at 52 sites within the town, stratified by substrate and season. 

Communities varied by substrate and season as expected, but did not differ significantly 

between artificial and natural streams. Instead, both types of streams changed as water 

flowed from undeveloped desert through town, suggesting that irrigation ditches 

respond to local urbanization in much the same way that natural streams do. Differences 

in finer-scale spatial structure of community similarity suggest that community 

assembly processes may differ between natural and artificial channels, but potential 

mechanisms for these differences are unclear. This study demonstrates that artificial 

aquatic systems may have substantial ecological value, and suggests that the poor 

condition of many artificial aquatic systems may reflect stressful watershed settings 

rather than something intrinsic to their artificiality. 

  The drainage ditches of the North Carolina Coastal Plain do not merely 

degrade wetlands; they themselves have ecological structural characteristics of 

wetlands. We surveyed 32 agricultural, freeway, and forested ditch reaches across this 

region for hydrologic indicators, soil organic matter, and plants. All showed some 
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hydrologic indicators and had some soil organic matter, with easterly, swampy forests 

having the most, though with substantial variation across all and few significant 

differences between types. All had hydrophytic herbaceous plant communities in the 

sense of at least half their percent cover belonging to obligate, facultative wetland, or 

facultative taxa. These herbaceous communities differed significantly across site types 

(F=3.25, d.f.= 2, p=0.001), and responded to both landscape-level factors like nearby 

development coverage and local-level factors like apparent mowing. Sample sites were 

not well mapped in well-used federal aquatic databases; the National Hydrography 

Dataset only included one on a “CanalDitch” flow line, and the National Wetlands 

Inventory only included two within “partially drained/ditched” areas, and none as 

individual “excavated” features. Others were mis-categorized, but neither database 

included any highway sampling sites. Despite this limited information about extent, 

variation and management impact suggests that human potential to impact wetland 

structure of these manmade aquatic ecosystems throughout the North Carolina Coastal 

Plain, and beyond, could be large. 

 Artificial lakes are a dominant aquatic ecosystem type, but the processes 

controlling their condition are under-explored. Here we use structural equations 

modeling to compare the formation of algal blooms and associated water quality issues 

in 1,045 artificial and 870 natural lakes in the United States using the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency’s National Lakes Assessment data. We compare chemical and 
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physical measurements associated with water quality and the relationships between 

them, and find that the processes are significantly different between natural and 

artificial lakes, in a way that suggests impacts of interference with thermal stratification 

through dam management in reservoirs. However, both the overall processes and the 

distributions of the data are roughly similar between the two origin types, and between 

2007 and 2012 sample years. Artificial lakes are lakes, and process-based explorations of 

their behavior can help us better know management options. 

 Taken together, this dissertation examines an artificial version of each of the 

major aquatic ecosystem types: stream, wetland, and lake. It examines the processes 

controlling their ecological condition with increasing intricacy with each chapter, and 

finds ways that artificial aquatic ecosystems are both similar to and different from 

natural ones. This dissertation provides a new way of looking at the constraints and 

opportunities that artificial waterbodies afford those in charge of them and interested in 

their conservation potential. 
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0. Introduction 

This dissertation explores the wet parts of the world that environmental 

scientists usually do not explore, as they are too close to us; it applies the observational 

and analytical tools of ecology to manmade analogs for streams, wetlands, and lakes, to 

deduce some of what processes make these systems what they are. Each chapter is a 

somewhat more intricate look at some aspect of how an artificial aquatic ecosystem 

works. This dissertation suggests that there is much more to these ecosystems than most 

ecologists currently realize, beginning with the ontological conundrum of where 

humanity takes off and nature begins, if indeed there is a border. Better understanding 

what makes these ecosystems, these ditches, reservoirs, canals, and similar, exhibit or 

not exhibit which ecological structures and functions, provides a better understanding of 

how the world works at the human-nature-water interface, and expands the known 

management possibilities within these systems. I believe that my research adds some 

information to general knowledge of what the potential opportunities and limitations 

are for artificial aquatic systems, and what factors extend and constrain these options, 

but in large part it is a call to action, ideas and examples of what could be more 

widespread as other scientists also become interested in this realm. 

0.1 Invertebrate communities in Bishop, California (Ch.2) 

While I had grown up playing in both ditches and “real” creeks and wetlands, 

my first research encounter with ditches occurred during a college summer job. While 
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working in an ecology lab that focused on invertebrates, I got to do a project of my own, 

and opted to look at benthic macroinvertebrates in the decorative ditches diverted from 

irrigation ditches diverted from Bishop Creek. I was not sure if I would find anything, 

but I set out to collect what I could at accessible sites, randomizing within those and 

creek sites for comparison. Surprisingly, while the invertebrate communities differed 

strongly by substrate, they were statistically not differentiable between ditches and 

creeks. This result intrigued me enough that I secured a Kolenkow-Reitz Fellowship 

from my college to return and expand my sample collection, which yielded the same 

result, with some seasonal differences. Further analysis suggested that invertebrate 

communities changed, losing diversity and sensitive taxa, as waters flowed through 

town, which suggested an urbanization impact. This project suggests that at least in 

some cases, artificiality need not mean that an ecosystem houses less tolerant organisms. 

This project got me to thinking about all the irrigation ditches in the western U.S., all the 

ditches generally, and wondering if they, too, harbored communities interacting in 

complex ways with “natural” ecosystems. 

0.2. Conceptual Review of Artificial Aquatic Systems (Ch. 1) 

My beginning my PhD at Duke’s River Center in 2013, funded by an NSF 

Graduate Research Fellowship, coincided with the USEPA’s release of drafts of the 

Clean Water Rule. Having researched ditches before, I noticed that the then-current 

draft prioritized the exclusion of most ditches and other artificial aquatic systems from 
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jurisdiction, over all factors that could have resulted in their inclusion, such as tributary 

status. While I understood, roughly, the political necessity of this choice, I also thought it 

telling that not just policymakers, but most conservationists and environmental 

scientists, seemed willing to accept it. It indicates to me that artificiality tends to 

automatically devalue ecosystems, which I think has affected both science and actual 

waterbodies. So, I wrote a paper that defines artificiality in terms of degree of human 

modification and level of intentionality, the interaction of which predicts probability of 

regulation; we are least likely to regulate systems that humans have constructed de novo 

and on purpose as “water.” I review the probably vast but basically unknown extent of 

artificial aquatic systems, and examples of known ecosystem services and disservices 

they provide, which are probably substantial and below their potential. I suggest 

process-based alternatives to “artificiality” as an explanation for the poor condition of 

some artificial aquatic systems, including watershed setting, design, which includes both 

initial planning and ongoing management and policy, and time for succession and/or 

naturalization. Finally, I suggest that artificiality influences how people perceive the 

condition of aquatic systems, which impacts how we manage and regulate these 

systems, such that low expectations for artificial aquatic systems could be self-fulfilling. 

This paper is very close to submission for publication, and I hope that other scientists 

find the frameworks I present to be useful launching points for their own research. I 
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started writing it largely to structure my own dissertation; I am trying to disentangle 

those drivers of condition of artificial aquatic ecosystems somewhat, in some systems. 

0.3. Ditches of the North Carolina Coastal Plain (Ch.3) 

I sought to disentangle the influences of setting and some design choices in 

drainage ditches in the North Carolina Coastal Plain by examining plant communities, 

morphology, soils, and waters present in forested, agricultural, and roadside ditches. All 

three types of ditch generally had hydrophytic plant communities, by U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineer wetland delineation standards, but the actual taxonomic composition of 

these communities differed significantly among the three types. Mowing of roadside 

ditches, as suggested by herbaceous vegetation height, influenced plant community 

composition, suggesting some management influence. Agricultural ditches supported 

the most herbaceous plants and the most biodiverse plants, and overall, the plant 

communities resembled those of young wetland restorations in the region. Wetter 

forested sites had soil carbon comparable to local undisturbed, natural wetlands, but 

roadside and agricultural sites had relatively little. All sites showed some U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers wetland hydrology indicators, and some had substantial flow, 

blackwater, and other interesting aquatic characteristics. In spite of all of these qualities 

of interest to aquatic science, almost none of these sites were included in the National 

Hydrography Dataset or National Wetland Inventory, which supports my suspicion that 
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our inventories of artificial waters with structures and functions of ecological interest are 

missing a great deal. 

0.4. Algal Blooms in the National Lakes Assessment (Ch. 4) 

The USEPA collected a great deal of data in over 1,000 lakes around the U.S., 

roughly half natural and half artificial, in surveys in 2007 and 2012. In the report on the 

first survey, when comparing artificial and natural lakes, they simply concluded that 

artificial lakes are in worse condition than natural ones. This trove of physical, chemical, 

biological, and recreational data allowed me to explore along many more axes than I 

could alone, through structural equations modeling, how the process of algal bloom 

formation and associated water quality issues differs and not between artificial and 

natural lakes. Artificial lakes decline in quality through similar, but not identical, 

processes to natural ones. It appears that deeper, colder manmade lakes may be more 

likely to respond largely to changes in their thermal stratification by humans through 

dam management, but other explanations are possible for the patterns observed. This 

model suggests both that the fundamental ecological congruence between artificial and 

natural aquatic ecosystems, and the unique ways that humans influence the ones that 

we build and manage. 
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1. Artificial aquatic ecosystems 

By Chelsea C. Clifford and James B. Heffernan 

1.1 .Introduction 

Humans alter geomorphology on an ever-increasing scale (Hooke 2000), one 

comparable with (Haff 2010), and in some ways exceeding (Wilkinson 2005), rates of 

natural processes. Every change people make to Earth’s surface has the potential to 

affect the flow and accumulation of water. People have dug ditches, impounded streams 

and rivers, and otherwise shifted Earth’s surface to direct and store water for human 

use, especially agriculture, for over 5,000 years (Hooke 2000). Today, land use matrices 

that entail human-engineered waterbodies, such as urban settlements, rice villages, and 

irrigated cropland, cover significant fractions of terrestrial Earth (Ellis and Ramankutty 

2008), and patterns of surface water extent are tightly linked to land use (Steele et al. 

2014). Man-made and -modified aquatic systems have become ubiquitous landscape 

features (Downing et al. 2006). 

In spite of their commonness, artificial aquatic systems remain poorly 

understood. Indeed, it is often unclear which waterbodies even belong in the category of 

“artificial” or “anthropogenic.” To date, the limited study of different artificial aquatic 

systems has been fragmented among various domains of ecology and other 

environmental sciences, and more often discussed on the margins of science and 

management of natural ecosystems than in conjunction with them, as part of a complete 
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hydroscape (Sayer 2014). Because of their marginalized status, the abundance and extent 

of artificial systems are poorly quantified, and the conditions of artificial aquatic 

ecosystems and their various causes are similarly understudied. As a result, we lack a 

scientific basis for assessing the ecological value of artificial aquatic systems, or 

determining how management and policy might improve that value. The ubiquity of 

artificial aquatic systems, the potential commonalities among them and with natural 

aquatic ecosystems, and our limited understanding of their central and evolving role in 

the modern hydroscape all argue for more integrated study of the waterbodies created 

and transformed by human activity.  

In this paper, we propose a framework for aquatic ecosystem artificiality that 

includes both the intent and magnitude of modification, and argue that policy and 

management often implicitly use these characteristics to differentiate in their treatment 

of aquatic systems. We assemble current estimates of the extent of some types of 

artificial waterbodies in the US, and review established knowledge of their ecological 

condition, including the ecosystem services and disservices that they provide. We argue 

that the condition of artificial aquatic systems, as for their natural counterparts, likely 

reflects ecological processes and human decisions both in place and within their 

watersheds, and that the often poor condition of these systems (Biggs, von Fumetti, and 

Kelly-Quinn 2016) is not necessarily inherent to their anthropogenic origin. Finally, we 

posit that undervaluation of artificial aquatic systems may lead scientists, managers, and 
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policymakers to treat artificial waterbodies in ways that perpetuate poor ecological 

conditions. To manage the rapidly changing and increasingly anthropogenic 

hydroscape, aquatic scientists need to better inventory its myriad artificial components, 

evaluate their current conditions, and link these to causes and ecological function. 

Future assessment of artificial aquatic systems that clarifies what their real and 

perceived values are, and how to purposefully change those values, will require more 

deliberate, intensive, systematic and mechanistic study, and, perhaps, a shift in our 

perspective regarding what counts as nature.  

1.2. Degrees and Axes of Artificiality 

What does it mean to identify aquatic ecosystems as ‘artificial’? Designer 

ecosystems, like rain gardens and ponds, swales, and wetlands conceived and built for 

water treatment (Anderson et al. 2017), are obviously deliberately constructed for 

human purposes, often where no waterbody existed before, and thus undisputedly 

artificial (Higgs 2017). A stream or lake in a protected watershed far removed from 

intensive human land use might serve, in a traditional ecological study, as a “completely 

natural” or “pristine” reference site. However, many ecosystems fall between these 

extremes. For example, scientists and policymakers often differentiate between a 

channelized stream and a wholly manmade trench, but either may be colloquially called 

a “ditch” or “artificial,” and the two may look and even function quite similarly, 

particularly within a highly modified agricultural landscape; all natural waterbodies do 
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not necessarily maintain better structure and function than all artificial ones (Crail, 

Gottgens, and Krause 2011). Restoration projects similarly blur the bounds of “natural” 

and “artificial” (Palmer and Bernhardt 2006, Higgs 2017). While restoration typically has 

the goal of returning an ecosystem to some more natural state (Palmer and Filoso 2009), 

the process of restoration necessitates human intervention, which is often sustained 

through maintenance (Ross et al. 2015), an implicit acknowledgement that many 

ecosystems cannot withstand human disturbance without purposeful human assistance. 

Meanwhile, undirected human actions, like stormwater efflux, can accidentally “restore” 

natural systems (Bateman et al. 2014, Palta et al. 2016, Sueltenfuss et al. 2013). Even 

mostly or wholly manmade systems, like retention ponds, can “naturalize,” or become 

more biotic and ecosystem-like, in time, without deliberate human effort (Chester and 

Robson 2013). 

These test cases suggest that artificial aquatic ecosystems can be usefully 

organized along two axes: the degree to which their existence and characteristics depend 

on human activity, and the degree to which that activity is specifically intended to 

produce those changes (Fig. 1). The first axis spans from moderate alteration of systems 

with initially geologic origins, to the wholesale creation of waterbodies on formerly dry 

land, sometimes away from topographic lows. The latter axis ranges from aquatic 

systems that came to exist as inadvertent or accidental by-products of other human 

activities on the Earth’s surface to deliberate and intentional products of such activity 
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(Kueffer and Kaiser-Bunbury 2013). These two artificiality axes are gradients, not 

discrete categories, and can be difficult to parse, especially for the many waterbodies 

with complex, multi-layered histories of modification (Hupy and Koehler 2012, Meade 

and Wheeler 1990, LAF 2016). Depending on the purpose, it may be appropriate to 

define “artificial” water bodies broadly or narrowly within this space.  

The most clearly artificial aquatic systems are those humans construct where 

none existed before. Deliberate examples include fountains, many roadside ditches, rain 

gardens, stormwater treatment areas, many farm ponds, and all designer ecosystems 

(Higgs 2017). Water conservation regulation typically exempts such constructs outright 

(Zollitsch and Christie 2014, USEPA and USACE 2015, Sayer 2014). Accidental examples 

include logging ruts, erosional gullies in building sites and agricultural fields, poorly 

drained impervious surfaces, and even bomb craters (Vad et al. 2017). Left 

unmaintained, in time, such accidental waterbody construction in relative uplands can 

“naturalize” to a seemingly “wild” ecosystem (Vad et al. 2017, Hawley 2014, Palta, 

Grimm, and Groffman 2017). Waterbodies that humans have constructed accidentally, 

but that appear relatively free from human intent, are more likely to be regulated than 

waterbodies that humans have constructed on purpose (Zollitsch and Christie 2014, 

USEPA and USACE 2015).  
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 Transformation occurs when human intervention changes waterbodies from one 

type to another, fundamentally different in morphology and flow, such as from a lake to 

a wetland, or a wetland to a stream. Deliberate transformations include ditching of 

wetlands for agriculture, conversion of wetlands to ponds during development, 

damming of streams to build reservoirs, piping of creeks, and many restorations. The 

Figure 1: Classification of Artificial Aquatic Systems. Level of deliberateness of 
modification increases from left to right, and degree of modification increases from bottom 
to top. These two axes combined yield a third axis, likelihood of legal standing as a water for 
regulatory purposes in the U.S., running from unlikely among deliberately constructed 
ecosystems like swimming pools and upland farm ponds in the upper right, to likely among 
accidentally altered ecosystems, like a lake bisected by a railroad causeway, in the lower 
left. Other potentially influential characteristics, such as size and permanence, may 
influence valuation in both natural and artificial systems. 
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impoundment of the Everglades behind Tamiami Trail, a road that interrupted sheet 

flow, is one prominent such example (Boler and Sikkema 2010). Similarly, humans 

accidentally transformed the bed of the Salt River, dried through damming upstream, 

into wetlands, at stormwater outflows (Bateman et al. 2014). Transformed waters 

generally retain their regulatory status (USEPA and USACE 2015, Zollitsch and Christie 

2014) regardless of intent. Such transformations are often considered potentially 

degrading and thus may require regulatory permission (Zollitsch and Christie 2016, 

2014, Hough and Robertson 2009). 

The least modification that might make a waterbody appear artificial is 

alteration, in which fundamental morphology and flow are retained. Deliberately, 

people straighten and channelize rivers, harden riverbanks and shorelines, and dredge 

lakes. Accidentally, sedimentation from agriculture, mining, or construction makes 

streams and lakes shallower (Gregory 2006); mill dams clogged river valleys all over the 

eastern U.S. (Walter and Merritts 2008). Meanwhile, “urban stream syndrome,” 

including incision, flashiness, and other changes largely in response to stormwater 

drainage, has become a well-known issue in developed areas everywhere (Walsh et al. 

2009). In one particularly grand example of accidental alteration, a railroad causeway 

divides the Great Salt Lake into mostly independent halves with very different 

chemistry and community assemblages (Naftz et al. 2008). Such modifications generally 

do not remove jurisdiction of regulation from waterbodies, and instead likely invoke 
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regulatory oversight (Zollitsch and Christie 2016, 2014, Hough and Robertson 2009). 

These are the waterbodies often easiest to imagine in their “natural” state, likeliest to be 

labeled as simply “degraded”, most likely to attract conservation, restoration, and 

related scientific interest, and, depending on context, possibly most appropriate for 

restoration (Wohl, Lane, and Wilcox 2015, Hallett et al. 2013, Hobbs 2016). 

Together, these two axes of artificiality - degree and intent of modification - may 

help explain the regulatory protection afforded to various aquatic ecosystems (Fig. 1) in 

US water law (Zollitsch and Christie 2016, 2014, Hough and Robertson 2009), in which 

increasing modification with increasing intent render water bodies less ‘natural’, less 

‘valuable’, and less likely to be protected (Crifasi 2005). Scientists, regulators, legislators, 

and other policymakers often do not explicitly acknowledge the value judgement 

implied by differential treatment of waterbodies according to their type of artificiality. 

Other traits such as technology, purpose, age, size, and permanence may also figure into 

value judgments and policy decisions people make about aquatic systems, and so might 

serve as a basis for further regulatory classification of artificial waterbodies. Some of 

these attributes, like small size and impermanence, may disproportionately characterize 

artificial aquatic systems, but also apply to most natural waterbodies (Downing et al. 

2012, Downing et al. 2006). Regulatory standards that omit smaller, less permanent 

waterbodies may do so as much because of their biological, geomorphological, and 

chemical features (Zollitsch and Christie 2014), or because their dense distribution 
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inconveniences property and land use considerations (Rabkin 2014), as because of their 

human origins per se. 

1.3. The Ecological Significance of Artificial Aquatic Systems 

Understanding the ecological and socio-ecological value of artificial aquatic 

systems requires that we understand their extent and distribution, their physical and 

chemical condition and how they relate to biotic communities, and the range of 

ecosystem services that they provide, but considerable uncertainty surrounds all of these 

characteristics. Artificial aquatic systems are likely to be ecologically important, owing 

to their extent, which may rival that of natural drainage systems and water bodies. The 

ecological functions of artificial systems are likely to be socially important due to their 

frequent placement near large numbers of people. Moreover, the extent, distribution, 

and characteristics of artificial water bodies are likely changing rapidly. Interdisciplinary 

understanding of the services and disservices of artificial aquatic systems, the factors 

that influence them, and their distribution in space and time could foster decisions that 

increase their ecological value. 

1.3.1. The Extent and Dynamics of Artificial Aquatic Systems 

Our understanding of the extent of artificial aquatic systems is piecemeal, and to 

our knowledge, no previous study has assembled estimates of the extent of various 

artificial aquatic systems. Available estimates are largely limited to the US, and largely 

for intentionally designed aquatic features that are ubiquitous in agricultural, industrial, 
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urban, and recreational land uses. Even with these incomplete inventories, it is clear that 

the deliberately constructed or altered fraction of the hydroscape is both large and 

growing, and must be included in any comprehensive assessment of aquatic resources.  

Deliberately constructed and transformed channels constitute a significant 

portion of the US hydroscape (Fig. 2). The U.S. National Hydrography Database 

includes 5,525 km of ditches and canals, or approximately the length of the Missouri 

River through the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico. This aggregation is likely a 

substantial underestimate, as many smaller ditches do not appear in the database. In 

2010, ditches in U.S. agricultural lands occupied about 115,760 km2 (USDA 2015), a 

surface area similar to that of Lakes Superior and Huron combined, or 2.67 times the 

Figure 2: Extent of Artificial as Compared to Natural Waterbodies in the US.  
Data drawn from a variety of sources, shown in parentheses.  Areal features are 
shown in panel a. at left; linear features are shown in panel b. at right. 
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surface area of all U.S. streams combined (Downing et al. 2012). Channelization, another 

deliberate transformation, has altered the geomorphology of upwards of 26,550 km of 

rivers and streams in the U.S. (Leopold 1977, as cited in Gregory 2006), more than seven 

times the length of the Mississippi River. Humans have channelized more than 500,000 

km of rivers worldwide, and built more than 63,000 km of canals (1995, as cited in 

Gleick, Singh, and Shi 2001, as cited in Meybeck 2003). The U.S. also has 6.5 million km 

of roads (2014c), many of which have ditches or gutters along both sides that contain 

water at least occasionally. Thus, it is likely that road drainage in the US, which 

effectively serve as urban headwaters (Hobbie 2014), is of comparable length to the 5.3 

million km of the country's rivers and streams. The US EPA estimates that 77% of the 

approximately 1.8 million km of wadeable streams in the US are in poor (42%) or fair 

(25%) condition (Paulsen et al. 2004), meaning that anthropogenic channels are of 

comparable or perhaps even greater extent than natural channels whose condition has 

been affected by human activity.  

The extent of constructed lakes and ponds are similarly significant in comparison 

to natural water bodies (Fig. 2). The U.S. has about 22,000 km2 of deliberately 

constructed or transformed farm ponds an area similar to that of Lake Michigan; the 

world as a whole has about 76,830 km2 of farm ponds (Downing et al. 2006). In total for 

the U.S., the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers inventories an impounded (deliberately 

transformed) area in excess of 180,000 km2 (USACE 2013), or almost double the area of 
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all the Great Lakes, for purposes including irrigation, hydroelectricity, flood control, 

navigation, water supply, and recreation (USACE 2013). The world had approximately 

258,570 km2 of impounded water in the mid-2000s (Downing et al. 2006), before the 

completion of the Three Gorges Dam in China and other projects. In 2009, The U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service estimated that only 31% of the country’s 27,151 km2 of freshwater 

ponds were natural. Of the artificial pond area, about the size of Lake Ontario, farm 

ponds took up about 1.5 times the space as natural ponds; urban ponds occupied about 

half the area of natural ponds despite the relatively small amount of urban space, and 

industrial and aquaculture ponds made up significant fractions as well (Dahl 2011). This 

estimated aquaculture pond area, of just over a thousand square kilometers, is relatively 

much smaller than that of many countries’; globally, 1.7 million km2 of the world’s 2.7 

million km2 of irrigated land goes to rice production, and is flooded seasonally, at least 

(Ellis and Ramankutty 2008). 

The abundance and extent of accidentally created aquatic systems is extremely 

poorly quantified. Human earth movement has risen in the last 150 years, from a historic 

background level of less than 5 tons per capita to more than 30 tons per capita annually 

in the U.S. (Hooke 2000), creating the potential exists for the formation of local low areas 

and water accumulation. Moreover, earth movement has become more common in wet 

spaces (Wohl, Lininger, and Baron 2017), where the potential for accidental creation of 

water bodies is higher. Water infrastructure, such as stormwater or water supply pipes, 
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can create accidental wetlands wherever leakage occurs (Palta, Grimm, and Groffman 

2017). Accidental creation of waterbodies is perhaps most likely in abandoned areas, 

where anthropogenic depressions and impoundments that accumulate water may 

remain, often with minimal human interference. Better information about the density of 

accidental water bodies, combined with estimates of the land area over which they 

might occur, would allow us to estimate their extent, but that information is currently 

lacking.  

The distribution of artificial waterbodies, like many natural systems, is dynamic 

in time, owing to both seasonal and event-driven hydrologic change as well as longer-

term changes in land cover. Between 1984 and 2015, North America as a whole, home to 

52% of the world’s permanent surface water, added a net 17,000 km2 to this area. The 

area of permanent surface water in the U.S. as a whole grew 0.5%, even as six of its 

western states lost 33%, or over 6,000km2, of their permanent surface water (Pekel et al. 

2016). Farm ponds are highly dynamic in use, creation, and abandonment (Berg et al. 

2016). In commercial and residential developments, ponds and other stormwater 

features too small to appear in the above analysis, wink in and out of existence too 

quickly for inventorying, or further scientific study (Oertli 2018).  

Emerging technologies and modeling approaches have the potential to improve 

inventories of small and accidental water bodies and better characterize the distribution 

and dynamics of hydroscape change. Advances in remote-sensing technology, such as 
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the increasing availability of high-resolution lidar data, may very soon yield much better 

maps of small and otherwise over-looked waterbodies over broad extents (Rapinel et al. 

2015, Bailly et al. 2008, Cazorzi et al. 2013). 

1.4. The Condition of Artificial Aquatic Systems and Its Drivers 

The perceived poor condition of artificial aquatic systems matches the reality of 

poor water quality and altered ecological structure in many man-made water bodies 

(Herzon and Helenius 2008, USEPA 2009). Many artificial waterbodies support species-

poor (Rosenvald, Jarvekulg, and Lohmus 2014) or otherwise undesirable communities or 

organisms, including disease vectors (Herzon and Helenius 2008, Mattah et al. 2017, 

Wang 2012), and can spread pest species to natural habitats (Maheu-Giroux and de Blois 

2007, O'Connor and Rothermel 2013). Some have also contributed to, accelerated, or 

facilitated flow of excess nutrients and other pollutants (Mallin and McIver 2012, Bailey 

et al. 2015), activation of toxicants (Herzon and Helenius 2008), interruption of 

movement and dispersal of desirable species (Naito, Sakai, and Morimoto 2012), 

increased greenhouse gas emissions (Palta, Grimm, and Groffman 2017) (Hergoualc'h 

and Verchot 2012), bad smells (Mao et al. 2012), and even concealed crime (Perring et al. 

2013). While natural water bodies can possess the same undesirable characteristics, we 

are more likely to assume that artificial water bodies have a negative influence without 

investigation (Salomon Cavin 2013).  
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Are artificial aquatic systems intrinsically less biologically diverse and less 

functional than natural ones? It is at least plausible that humans cannot create a 

waterbody that supports communities as diverse or provides as many ecosystem 

services. One important constraint on artificial aquatic systems is that with their 

anthropogenic origin comes a severely shortened evolutionary, ecological, and 

geophysical history (Robert et al. 2017, Miller, Soule, and Terborgh 2014). To the extent 

that diversity and other aspects of ecosystem structure depend on slow processes of 

physical change and community assembly, the recent origin of most artificial systems 

will likely limit their function. Moreover, there are other potential limits on the 

condition and value of artificial aquatic systems. First, imperfect understanding of how 

differing designs and constructions affect ecological outcomes, and imperfect ability to 

reproduce natural structures and conditions, may constrain the most ecologically-

motivated projects, as may be the case for many ecosystem restorations (Palmer and 

Filoso 2009). Second, artificial aquatic systems are often embedded in intensively used 

landscapes, potentially exposing them to anthropogenic stressors and disconnecting 

them from diverse natural populations (Palmer and Filoso 2009). Finally, and perhaps 

most importantly, many artificial aquatic systems may support limited diversity and 

ecosystem function because they are not designed or managed to do so; in many cases 

their intended function may preclude or limit the provision of other services (Palta, 

Grimm, and Groffman 2017). As a result, scientists, policy-makers, and the general 
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public have tended to accept that artificial aquatic systems will necessarily and 

inherently have limited value. However, these assumptions are often not subject to the 

same critical assessment and process-based explanations that are applied to explanations 

of the condition of other aquatic systems.  

The poor condition of artificial aquatic systems is far from universal, and at least 

some, perhaps many artificial aquatic systems also have clear ecological value. 

Constructed and transformed aquatic systems, whether agricultural, industrial, urban, 

or recreational, can sustain biodiversity (Ridder 2007), sometimes including rare and 

desirable species (Chester and Robson 2013). In Europe, manmade farm ponds serve as 

primary or important habitat for amphibians (Reid et al. 2014), birds (Sebastian-

Gonzalez, Sanchez-Zapata, and Botella 2010), invertebrates (Ruggiero et al. 2008, 

Cereghino et al. 2008, Abellan et al. 2006), plants, and other species (Davies et al. 2008, 

Biggs et al. 2005); indeed, European conservation proceeds from the assumption that 

"artificial, ‘man-made’ ponds are not fundamentally ecologically different from ‘natural’ 

ones” (Cereghino et al. 2014). Some species now apparently depend primarily on 

deliberate artificial aquatic ecosystems for habitat (Kadoya, Suda, and Washitani 2009, 

Canessa et al. 2013, Casas et al. 2011); even species new to science continue to emerge 

from ditches (Taylor and Robison 2016, Zang 2017, Gan and Li 2016). Equally in the U.S., 

habitats that we presently tend to overlook, such as a stormwater treatment wetlands, 

can sometimes be the best sites for reproduction of amphibians and other species with 
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specific hydrologic needs (Brand and Snodgrass 2010). Artificial aquatic systems, 

whether designed for the purpose or not, have improved water quality in critical 

watersheds like the Mississippi River basin (Roley et al. 2016, Perez-Gutierrez, Paz, and 

Tagert 2017, Cooper et al. 2002). Without more intensive and systematic study, it 

remains unclear whether good ecological conditions, and the desirable ecosystem 

services that derive from them, are a negligible, rare, or even commonplace occurrence 

in artificial aquatic systems.  

Making artificial aquatic systems more functional and valuable will require a 

mechanistic and predictive understanding of their condition and their capacity to 

provide ecosystems services. We propose that the science of artificial ecosystems should 

entertain and evaluate hypotheses about what drives variation among them as well as 

their differences from their natural counterparts. Like their natural counterparts, the 

ecological characteristics of artificial aquatic systems are likely to depend on their 

physical structure, the characteristics of the watershed and landscape in which they are 

embedded, their age and trajectory over time, and the ongoing interventions of humans 

for various purposes (Fig. 3). While all of these mechanisms are shaped by human 

design decisions, they also have clear analogs to factors commonly invoked to explain 

the condition of natural aquatic systems. This re-casting of rationales for why artificial 

aquatic systems are assumed to be in poor condition as testable alternative mechanisms 

allows us to consider how different decisions about the design, placement, and longevity 
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of artificial aquatic systems might improve their condition and value. The poor 

condition and seemingly inherent limitations of artificial aquatic systems could be 

simply a syndrome of those decisions. In our exploration of these possible causal 

variables for the ecological condition of artificial aquatic systems here, we focus on this 

management-oriented way of examining the causal variables, and barely begin to 

explore the possible interactions between them. We recognize that scientists with 

different foci could propose other valid testable hypotheses, and indeed invite them to 

do so, but we consider setting, time, physical design, and subsequent management of 

artificial waterbodies to be good intellectual places to start trying to understand these 

ecosystems.  
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1.4.1. Setting 

Understanding how the watershed setting of artificial aquatic systems affects 

their ecology is important both because that understanding will be essential for better 

policy and management that might protect and improve their ecological condition, and 

because the effects of setting may obscure the ecological effects of other factors such as 

design, management, and time. The condition of the watershed and landscape around 

any waterbody influences its condition (Palmer 2009), and artificial aquatic systems 

should be no different in this respect. Since humans tend to create artificial aquatic 

systems in and around heavily modified landscapes with substantial chemical inputs 

like agricultural fields, roads, and parking lots, artificial aquatic systems such as ditches 

Figure 3: Inherent (Left) vs. Process-Based Model (Right) of the Condition of 
Artificial Aquatic Systems. We suggest that scientists and policy-makers have too 
readily accepted model A., in which the inherent qualities of artificiality negatively 
impact ecosystem structure and function, rather than scientifically exploring a 
mechanistic model such as the one we propose in panel B, which breaks the influence 
of artificiality down into multiple processes. 
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tend to have lower water quality than their natural counterparts (Stewart et al. 2001, 

Dudgeon et al. 2006, Burcher, Valett, and Benfield 2007). The communities of artificial 

aquatic systems also tend to reflect the local and regional species pools, which may 

include more exotic species in a restoration in a developed area (Suding 2011).  

Available evidence suggests that setting does exert a strong and often 

overwhelming influence on artificial water bodies, and that these effects are similar to 

those observed in natural systems. Water quality of artificial aquatic systems such as 

ditches responds to catchment land use in much the same way as that of waterbodies of 

natural origin (Biggs, von Fumetti, and Kelly-Quinn 2016) (Veraart et al. 2017), and 

agricultural land cover impacts reservoirs food webs (Bremigan et al. 2008). In the Salt 

River in Arizona, level of urbanization explained much of the variance in communities 

of plants, birds, and herptiles, for reference, restored, and accidentally restored river 

reaches alike (Bateman et al. 2014). A study in the Florida panhandle found that natural 

streams, altered streams, and ditches had similar macroinvertebrate and fish 

assemblages (Simon and Travis 2011). Agricultural intensification around fishponds has 

contributed to the rapid decline in breeding populations of black-headed gulls 

(Chroicocephalus ridibundus) in central France (Francesiaz et al. 2017). More such 

comparisons between artificial and natural waterbodies in similar settings are needed to 

disentangle the effects of watershed setting from other factors that influence the 

condition of artificial aquatic systems. 
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The predictable responses of artificial aquatic systems to their watershed setting 

has implications for how these systems are managed and how that management could 

be improved. The importance of watershed land cover for reservoir water quality shapes 

economically motivated conservation, like New York City’s efforts to prevent 

development in the watersheds of its reservoirs upstate (Mehaffey et al. 2005). More 

generally, stream restoration is more effective in undeveloped than developed 

catchments (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007). While more studies are needed, the available 

evidence suggests that the condition of artificial aquatic systems depends strongly on 

their setting, and that those conditions, and the ecosystems services that depend on 

them, could be improved by the same watershed-scale policy and management that 

protects natural water bodies. 

1.4.2. Time 

Most artificial aquatic systems are young, both because most land change and 

earth moving has occurred within the past few hundred years (Hooke 2000) and because 

artificial aquatic systems turn over quickly than natural ones (Palmer 2009). Given the 

timescales over which community assembly occurs in newly formed natural streams and 

lakes (Brown and Milner 2012), it is likely that limited diversity of some artificial aquatic 

systems simply reflects their recent origin. Understanding the consequences of recent 

formation requires that we understand the timescales over which newly created 

ecosystems develop, whether they arose from anthropogenic or from geologic processes, 
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and potentially attain the characteristics of their older counterparts. At present, we lack 

both general and system-specific models of these trajectories, as well as criteria with 

which to judge that an artificial aquatic system has 'naturalized'.  

A relatively limited set of long-term and chronosequence studies indicate that 

artificial aquatic systems can change in important ways over timescales that are similar 

to natural ecosystems, and that are relevant to decision-making (Sayer et al. 2012, 

Arthaud et al. 2013, Drake et al. 2010). In restored wetlands, for example, ecological 

structure and function such as carbon sequestration can improve with time since 

intervention, and soils characteristics approach natural properties over decades 

(Ballantine and Schneider 2009). Re-configured two-stage ditches can achieve soil 

formation and a geomorphological “quasi-equilibrium” within a decade (D'Ambrosio, 

Ward, and Witter 2015). Agricultural ditches also undergo relatively predictable 

succession of plants and associated invertebrate communities (Palmer, Drake, and 

Stewart 2013). Accidentally created water bodies also change over time, often acquiring 

more 'natural' characteristics. For example, gravel quarries develop more structurally 

complex and diverse vegetation over several decades (Rehounkova and Prach 2008). At 

some point in time, artificial aquatic systems may be difficult to distinguish from natural 

systems. Many of the small, ephemeral wetlands that sustain populations of amphibians 

in the Piedmont of the U.S. Southeast are likely legacies of historical human disturbance 

(Hawley 2014). Such examples suggest that time eventually erases many signatures of 
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anthropogenic origin, and that this naturalization may change how aquatic systems are 

perceived and valued. 

Better understanding of how time constrains the characteristics of artificial 

aquatic systems, and the mechanisms by which they evolve, could improve our ability to 

manage them, individually and as part of the broader aquatic landscape (Oosting 1942). 

Goals and expectations of restorations and other interventions might need to reflect the 

differential responses to the same management technique, as has been observed in 

young and old artificial aquatic systems (Zhang et al. 2017). Deliberate management of 

successional stages could be, and has been used to increase the abundance and diversity 

of desirable species (Drake et al. 2010). Wider adoption of such approaches will require 

better models of succession and its dependence on design, setting, and management. 

1.4.3. Design  

Design is a goal-oriented process with multiple stages, including the 

establishment of goals, a plan to achieve those goals given constrains, implementation 

(including initial construction and subsequent maintenance), and, ideally, subsequent 

iterations of goal-setting and redesign (2015). Decisions, whether unconscious or 

deliberate, at each of these stages have the potential to shape the outcomes of later 

stages, and ultimately the ecological character of artificial aquatic systems, including 

their trajectories over time and how they respond to the forcings imposed by their 

watershed setting. The physical structure and management of accidentally created water 
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bodies obviously does not depend directly on goal-oriented design, though their 

structure may reflect design decisions and management regimes of which they are not 

the object. 

1.4.3.1. Design Goals  

Historically, many deliberate artificial aquatic systems have been designed and 

maintained to provide one or a few services, such as water conveyance and storage 

(Palta, Grimm, and Groffman 2017, Kaushal et al. 2015). The exclusion of many such 

artificial water bodies from protection within the US reflects the fact that policymakers 

and legal frameworks value these systems almost exclusively for their intended, fully 

human-oriented purposes (Zollitsch and Christie 2014). Planning for only one or a few 

ecosystem services, such as water storage and conveyance for flood control, can limit the 

ability of a deliberate artificial aquatic ecosystem to provide other services, especially 

when designers overbuild that system for its given purpose(s) (Palta, Grimm, and 

Groffman 2017). In many cases, the design goal itself can inherently produce a major 

ecological cost, as in wetland drainage by agricultural ditches (Li et al. 2012, Vincent, 

Burdick, and Dionne 2013), or can result in unintended disservices arising from 

synergies and trade-offs in ecosystem services (Bennett, Peterson, and Gordon 2009, 

Power 2010). Nonetheless, many designed artificial aquatic systems also provide a range 

of additional ecosystem services beyond the purpose of their design (e.g. Bateman et al. 

2014, Brand and Snodgrass 2010).  
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The design of aquatic ecosystems, including both newly constructed water 

bodies and restoration of degraded systems, increasingly seek to provide a portfolio of 

ecosystem services and functions through redesign of physical structure as well as 

changes in management (Hale et al. 2017, Landers 2007). Urban dwellers appreciate 

open expanses of water in spaces where they go for recreation (Polat and Akay 2015), 

and even modified or constructed waterbodies can mitigate pollutants and floods, cool 

the air, and provide spaces for recreational, spiritual, and community-building activities 

(Perring et al. 2013). For example, the Los Angeles River, converted to a concrete flood 

chute and movie set for car chases in the mid-20th century, has recently become the focus 

of an ambitious revitalization project to improve water quality and sustain wildlife 

while also providing a greenway and other recreational opportunities (Landers 2007). 

Similar redesigns of channelized rivers have already demonstrated the benefits of design 

for a range of ecosystem services (Smith et al. 2016). The Landscape Architecture 

Foundation has endorsed projects throughout the U.S. and around the world with 

similar methods and goals, specifically including stormwater management, water 

conservation, water quality, flood protection, and groundwater recharge alongside other 

environmental, social, and economic goals (LAF 2016). Deliberate artificial aquatic 

ecosystems like these tend to remain primarily human-oriented, and not ecologically-

oriented, in their goals, however. Even restoration designs often explicitly and 

unapologetically include human-specific concerns, such as ease of maintenance, 
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accessibility, recreational appeal, aesthetics, regulatory standards, finances, and 

property lines, alongside more ecologically oriented values (Lave 2012, Doyle et al. 2015, 

Podolak and Kondolf 2016). 

1.4.3.2. Planning and Construction  

The reduced physical complexity of many artificial aquatic systems, such as 

concrete-lined channels, obviously limits their value as habitat and potential for 

improvements in water quality (Dollinger et al. 2015). Restorations that seek to improve 

these values therefore often focus on the (re-) introduction of heterogeneous structures 

that are more similar to natural systems (Landers 2007). Such designs (and their 

implementation) can be constrained or flawed in ways that limit their ecological value, 

including by insufficient scientific understanding of how design features and 

subsequent management influence eventual outcomes (Palmer 2009, Wohl, Lane, and 

Wilcox 2015, Palmer, Menninger, and Bernhardt 2010, Bernhardt and Palmer 2011). 

However, many such systems are also affected by intensive land use and short lifespans 

(Bernhardt and Palmer 2007); artificial systems whose structure mimics that of natural 

systems can support similar biotic communities when water quality is high (Simon and 

Travis 2011).  

Conversely, engineering research on designer ecosystems constructed for a very 

specific subset of aquatic ecosystem services, such as water quality improvement, clearly 

demonstrates that design plays a role in how effectively these systems achieve their 
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purpose. For example, plant species choice in wastewater treatment wetlands affects 

speed and removal efficiency of different forms of nitrogen (Kumwimba and Zhu 2017). 

In wetlands constructed to remove pharmaceuticals from water, design choices of 

substrate, plants, and regimes of hydrology, temperature, oxygen, and light all affected 

removal efficiency, which varied from compound to compound in ways apparently 

related to microbial processes (Verlicchi and Zambello 2014, Li et al. 2014). While much 

variation remained unexplained even in these relatively controlled systems, they do 

demonstrate that how an ecosystem is constructed affects its ecological behavior. 

Physical, legal, and cultural constraints exert strong control on goals and 

resulting designs. For example, restoration efforts are typically constrained and 

otherwise impacted by funding, land ownership, and other social and economic 

variables (Palmer 2009, Palmer and Filoso 2009, Bernhardt and Palmer 2007); 

restorations can have a wide range of intended outcomes (Suding 2011). Morphology of 

stream restorations depends in predictable ways upon funding source and legal 

purpose, and whether the metric for success is stream length (resulting in very sinuous 

designs) or some other characteristic (Doyle et al. 2015). Stream restoration in general 

has tended towards a single-channel, S-shaped, meandering morphology that conforms 

to longstanding aesthetic concerns (Podolak and Kondolf 2016), reduces maintenance 

(Lave 2012), and maximizes mitigation credits than to local natural history (Doyle et al. 

2015). One indication of the limitations of many restoration projects is the finding that 
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accidental aquatic systems can sometimes provide equal or greater services compared to 

deliberate, designed systems. For example, “accidentally restored” wetlands at 

stormwater outflows in the dry bed of the Salt River in Arizona had greater wetland 

plant richness and cover than comparable actively restored sites, though the reverse was 

true for birds and herptiles (Bateman et al. 2014).  

Changes in goals often dictate substantial changes in the physical structure of 

artificial aquatic ecosystems. Two-stage ditches, in which miniature floodplains are 

constructed alongside existing conveyances (Powell et al. 2007), can significantly reduce 

concentrations of phosphorus and other nutrients, turbidity, and total suspended 

sediments (Davis et al. 2015, Mahl et al. 2015). Their nutrient removal efficiency 

compares well with, and can complement, other farmland best practices, like planting 

cover crops (Roley et al. 2016). When properly constructed according to fluvial 

principles, these ditches can remain functionally stable, without maintenance, for years 

(D'Ambrosio, Ward, and Witter 2015). Thus, water infrastructure of agricultural 

landscapes can be designed, and successfully re-built, to achieve a wider range of goals 

than water conveyance, but additional land area and design and construction effort may 

be required. 

1.4.3.3. Management and policy 

Ecosystem function and services of artificial waterbodies likely depends on the 

management they receive after construction as well, just as in natural waterbodies. In 
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reservoirs, the ability of an artificial aquatic system to provide ecosystem services may 

depend more heavily on ongoing policy and management than on the specifics of the 

initial design (Cordell and Bergstrom 1993, Branche 2017). In ditches, management 

strategies, including dredging, mowing, chemical weeding, burning, and regulation of 

water depth can have significant impacts on ditch biodiversity and water quality (Twisk, 

Noordervliet, and ter Keurs 2003, Needelman et al. 2007). However, ongoing 

management and maintenance, like initial design, often does not include these potential 

outcomes in its considerations, instead opting to continue to focus on relatively few, 

highly human-oriented goals (Dollinger et al. 2015). Such decisions about ongoing 

management and policy, however, can, at least in theory, be revised to reflect changing 

goals.  

In complex landscapes, achieving a portfolio of ecosystem services often requires 

both structural changes and ongoing active management of artificial aquatic systems. 

Ditches and canals draining ranchlands in the watershed of Lake Okeechobee were not 

traditionally managed for water quality or conservation purposes, even though they 

house large native animals and other species of interest (personal observation, Smith, 

Boughton, and Pierre 2015). Establishment of Total Maximum Daily Loads for 

phosphorus in the lake and its tributaries (Fluck, Fonyo, and Flaig 1992, USEPA 2008) 

prompted creative responses including regional collaborations among various 

government agencies, nonprofit conservation organizations, a local scientific research 
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station, and ranchers to raise and actively manage water levels to flood ditched 

wetlands. This strategy removed phosphorous more cost-effectively than did 

constructed storm water treatment areas (Johns 2011), while also increasing wetland 

vegetated area and vertebrate abundance (Bohlen et al. 2014). Multi-stakeholder 

management of artificial aquatic systems with ecologically oriented goals could prove a 

cost-effective way to increase ecosystem services at a similarly regional scale in other 

locations, a complementary tool to more traditional restoration.  

Accidental waters, which often receive little to no management attention, can 

provide comparable but non-overlapping ecosystem services to both deliberate and 

more natural waterbodies. Abandoned features, especially within broader abandoned 

landscapes and even in the hearts of cities, can provide habitat for urban-avoiders and 

other organisms that survive best away from humans and human intervention (Hawley 

2014). Abandoned areas can contain accidental artificial waterbodies sustaining both 

human and nonhuman life, and functioning as little pockets of biodiversity (Palta, 

Grimm, and Groffman 2017). Accidental urban wetlands can also mitigate nutrient 

pollution flowing from cities to downstream in natural waterbodies (Palta, Grimm, and 

Groffman 2017). Two European species of damselfly were believed extinct for decades, 

until rediscovered, separately, in former industrial and mining areas “not usually 

explored by biologists.” Notably, conservation interventions “focused on returning 

habitats to a ‘natural’ state” intended to boost one of those damselfly populations 
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actually backfired (Harabis and Dolny 2015). These observations suggest that active 

intervention, for non-ecological and even ecological goals, can limit the ecological value 

of artificial aquatic systems; other neglected artificial habitats in our midst could hold 

similar surprises.  

1.4.3.4. Monitoring, learning, and iteration 

One of the criticisms of many restorations is that they require ongoing, often 

expensive management to avoid reverting to a degraded state, which some scientists 

consider a failure of resilience. Part of the problem with declaring restoration success or 

failure is that goals for a specific restoration are often unclear and may change through 

time (Baker and Eckerberg 2016), but for most aquatic restorations are never evaluated 

(Palmer et al. 2007, Suding 2011). Monitoring protocols often focus on easily quantifiable 

measures that ensure mitigation credit, rather than landscape-scale and long term 

ecological contributions (Doyle et al. 2015). Current practices of stream and wetland 

restoration may not be well configured for learning and for adapting designs to improve 

environmental outcomes (Ross et al. 2015). More broadly, the exclusion of artificial 

aquatic systems from policy protections eliminates an important motive for monitoring. 

In the UK, a recent precipitous decline in farm pond numbers and services in the U.K. 

sparked conservation concern and action (Jeffries 2012). The U.S. lacks the monitoring 

data necessary to characterize trends in its small artificial aquatic systems and respond 

accordingly.  
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Moving forward, adaptive management, designed experiments (Felson and 

Pickett 2005), reconciliation ecology (Rosenzweig 2003b), and other ecologically based 

ways of improving designs may change the outlook for deliberate waterbodies. A future 

increase in the acceptance of novel ecosystems might allow the creation of new types of 

waterbodies designed to provide similarly novel suites of ecosystem services (Hobbs, 

Higgs, and Harris 2009, Higgs 2017). Even the tendency for less regulation of more 

highly and accidentally modified (Zollitsch and Christie 2016, 2014, Hough and 

Robertson 2009) and smaller waterbodies (Sayer 2014, Biggs, von Fumetti, and Kelly-

Quinn 2016), particularly in the U.S., constitutes an opportunity; this quality could make 

them comparatively easy and low-cost systems in which to study, test, and implement 

novel ecological design ideas (similar to Felson and Pickett 2005, De Meester et al. 2005, 

Koetsier and McCauley 2015). Together with the repetitive design and construction of 

many such waterbodies, like ditches and ponds, the manipulability of artificial aquatic 

ecosystems makes them prime sites for natural experiments (Diamond 1983) and 

designed experiments (Felson and Pickett 2005). Irrigation canals can serve as “lotic 

mesocosms,” ideal because of their known histories, predictability, and accessibility 

(Koetsier and McCauley 2015). Ditch network structure recently served as a good system 

within which to model possible alternative stable states in primary producer structure 

(van Gerven et al. 2017). Science in artificial aquatic ecosystems could contribute 

substantially to broader ecological theory and practice. While win-win design decisions 
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to support multiple desired ecosystem services and other goals can prove challenging to 

envision and implement, even in artificial aquatic systems, these waterbodies remain 

sufficiently understudied that exploration of the many remaining questions around 

them likely has many win-wins, in terms of furthering both applied and theoretical 

science, left to yield. Judging from the apparent recent uptick in conference 

presentations and papers pertaining to artificial aquatic systems, many scientists have 

realized as much; we hope that the conceptual structures introduced in this article will 

assist in future such work. 

1.5. Artificiality and Perception of Ecosystem Value  

The concept of artificiality, its associated dichotomy between human and nature, 

and its connotations for valuation, have deep roots. One of the earliest abstract concepts 

American children master is the difference between artificial and natural, in terms of 

origin; they learn to tell whether an object is “made by people or something that people 

can't make” (Petrovich 1999). Accordingly, Western culture has a long tradition of 

elaborating upon the natural/artificial dichotomy (Chakrabarty 2014) and including it in 

value systems (Bensaude-Vincent and Newman 2007). In American history, wild nature 

provided a divine purpose for European settlers, a spiritual rejuvenation for 

Romanticists and early conservationists like Muir, a source of strength to manage for 

technocrats, and a rallying point for complex unity among environmentalists (Purdy 

2015). Today, untouched wilderness “exists nowhere but in the imagination” (2007), yet 
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the concept of pristine wild nature continues to exert a strong pull. A recent 

psychological study found that subjects preferred environments when told that they 

were natural (McMahan et al. 2016), perceiving them “less dangerous, cleaner, and more 

plentiful” than those already exploited by other humans. We argue that research and 

policy-making about artificial aquatic systems reflects this cultural subordination of 

artificial things to the natural and wild, inherited from broader contemporary Western 

culture (McMahan et al. 2016, Rozin et al. 2004).  

The past several decades have seen ferocious clashes in environmental 

philosophy and conservation biology over the role of artificial ecosystems. In the 1980s, 

prominent ethicists lampooned restoration on the grounds that “faked nature is inferior” 

in much the same way that an art forgery is inferior, because it is “a product of 

contrivance,” lacking “causal continuity with the past” (1982), and that man-made 

natural areas represent “domination, the denial of [the] freedom and autonomy” that 

defines nature (1983). Some philosophers have some softened this dichotomy, viewing it 

as a gradient or broadening the criteria that constitute a necessary fidelity to nature 

(Callicott 1995, Light, Thompson, and Higgs 2013, Higgs 2003). While naturalness 

remains valuable by all standards of environmental ethics, many ethicists increasingly 

distinguish categories (or dimensions) of naturalness, including “as a physical property 

of species and ecosystems,” such as native biodiversity, and “as a quality of processes 

that are free of human intervention,” (Ridder 2007). This particular pair of categories, 
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posited as a distillation of values already in wide use, corresponds well with our 

proposed axes of degree of modification and level of intentionality, which U.S. policy 

tends to reflect (Zollitsch and Christie 2016, 2014, Hough and Robertson 2009).  

Discussions of humanity’s relation to authentic nature intermingle with and 

parallel debates within conservation biology and broader environmental science and 

policy. Proponents of traditional wilderness- and biodiversity-based conservation have 

reacted with alarm to “new conservation,” a loose grouping of movements that include 

human and socio-economic goals, such as poverty reduction, in their conservation plans 

(Soule 2013, Miller, Soule, and Terborgh 2014). While restoration has become a widely 

accepted practice, novel and designed ecosystems are at the battle lines between “new 

conservationists” who would like to include them in conservation plans and more 

traditional conservationists who would not (Hobbs et al. 2006). The difficulty in 

reconciling these perspectives (Tallis and Lubchenco 2014, Matulis and Moyer 2017) may 

arise in part from different priorities between the physical and ecological condition of 

ecosystems versus their freedom from human intervention, and in part from conflicting 

views about whether human intervention inherently degrades ecological condition.  

1.5.1. Interactions Between Perception and Condition in Artificial 
Aquatic Systems 

The presumption that artificial aquatic systems have little ecological value is 

important because it promotes neglect. People make management decisions about 

aquatic systems not on the basis of perfect factual knowledge of the state of these 
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systems, but instead upon how they perceive them (Gelcich and O'Keeffe 2016). Natural 

aquatic ecosystems in poor condition often retain perceived value, which restoration 

seeks to regain, however little remains (Francis and Hoggart 2008). However, 

traditionally, scientists and policymakers have regarded artificial ecosystems as 

relatively low in ecological value (Salomon Cavin 2013), regardless of their actual 

function and services (Fig. 3). Conversely, a high-functioning artificial system may be 

overlooked (Chester and Robson 2013). For example, the 250km of canals of the North 

Poudre Irrigation Company near Fort Collins, Colorado, supported 92% of wetland area 

in the 23,300-hectare service area through leakage. In spite of the ecosystem services 

these wetlands provide, this leakage is considered inefficient use of a scarce resource, 

and may cease as irrigation practices change (Sueltenfuss et al. 2013). Perceived value 

influences design and management, which, along with any other more direct impacts of 

artificiality, in turn influence ecological condition (Fig. 5). If, as appears prevalent, 

perceived artificiality downgrades perceived value of aquatic ecosystems, and 

management and policy decisions reflect this lower valuation in low expectations and 

low protections for artificial waterbodies, then assumptions of the low quality status of 

artificial aquatic systems could be self-fulfilling. 

The divergent consequences of this positive feedback loop may be illustrated by 

examining water management policy in the U.S., where the Clean Water Rule prioritized 

the exclusion of many artificial aquatic systems from jurisdiction under the Clean Water 
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Act (USEPA and USACE 2015). In contrast, the European Union’s 1996 Water 

Framework Directive resolved to gradually expand protection “to all waters, surface 

waters and groundwater” (2014a). In line with this inclusive view of aquatic ecosystems, 

pond degradation (Declerck et al. 2006) and loss is a stated conservation concern for the 

EU (Jeffries 2012) and NGOs (2013). Freshwater Habitats Trust’s Million Ponds Project 

aims to “to reverse a century of pond loss, ensuring that once again the UK has over one 

million countryside ponds”, and claims more than 1,000 ponds created in 2008-2012, 

housing about 50 rare and declining species (2014b). Meanwhile, European researchers 

continue to explore pond conservation measures (Cereghino et al. 2014), including 

management options that improve habitat quality in existing ponds (Sayer et al. 2012, 

Canals et al. 2011). Similar research and conservation activity is progressing for British 

and other European ditches (Clarke 2015, Shaw et al. 2015). Assuming even modest 

success of such efforts, the condition of artificial aquatic systems in the EU is likely to 

improve, while the quality of artificial water bodies in the US is likely to decline. 

Europe’s example suggests that how people regulate, perceive and manage farm ponds, 

and other artificial aquatic systems, does impact conservation outcomes. 

Getting the policy, management, and science around these systems right matters 

not just ecologically and in terms of ecosystem services provisioning, but for social 

reasons as well. Under-managed artificial waterbodies, particularly environmentally 

hazardous ones, may often occur in already at-risk communities. Two well-studied 
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examples of 20th-century environmental injustice in the United States, in Anniston, 

Alabama, and Hyde Park, Georgia, both involved predominantly black communities 

contaminated and sickened in part by ditches bearing water laced with toxic industrial 

waste (Spears 2014, Checker 2005). Recently, hog waste lagoons associated with 

industrial swine facilities in eastern North Carolina have proved resistant to regulation 

despite repeated flooding during hurricanes and tropical storms and persistent strong 

detrimental effects on the health and quality of life of neighbors, who are 

disproportionately black and low in income (Setzer and Domino 2004, Kim, Goldsmith, 

and Thomas 2010). Thus, what artificial aquatic systems go unregulated may say as 

much about what we socially undervalue as what we ecologically undervalue. 

Relatedly, the same accidental wetlands that host birds and remove nitrogen in the Salt 

River in Phoenix, Arizona, provide somewhat unsafe, legally unauthorized sources of 

water and cool places to rest for homeless people (Palta et al. 2016, Palta, Grimm, and 

Groffman 2017, Bateman et al. 2014), which calls into question the design of non-aquatic 

infrastructure whose functions may have been deputized to or externalized on artificial 

aquatic ecosystems. When science and policy overlooks artificial aquatic systems, it risks 

overlooking the people impacted by them as well. 
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1.6. Conclusions - Artificial Aquatic Ecosystems in Hybrid 
Hydroscapes 

Artificial aquatic systems comprise a substantial, perhaps predominant, and 

likely enduring component of the modern hydroscape. Because the sheer extent of 

artificial aquatic ecosystems may, by some measures, rival that of natural systems, they 

have the potential to play an important role in both conservation and in the provision of 

ecosystem services within these hybrid aquatic landscapes. The premise underlying 

reconciliation ecology (Rosenzweig 2003b) is the insufficient extent of relatively 

undisturbed habitats to preserve anything but a fraction of extant species. In some 

regions, it may be difficult to enact any sufficiently wide-reaching biodiversity 

Figure 4: Value Axes for Aquatic Ecosystems. The solid line represents a traditional 
axis for the value of aquatic ecosystems. The dashed lines parse out artificiality from 
ecosystem services provisioning along this traditional axis. 
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conservation policy without them (Rosenzweig 2003a). Because artificial aquatic systems 

are interwoven with, rather than separate from, natural elements of the hydroscape, 

improvements in the condition of artificial systems may benefit natural water bodies as 

well (Reid et al. 2014). Thus, plans to improve land and water management should 

target artificial aquatic systems as well as those of natural origin (Rosenzweig 2003a).  

To realize greater socio-ecological benefits from artificial aquatic systems, we 

need to understand not just their current value, but the possible provisioning of 

ecosystem services. This understanding will require, first and foremost, better 

assessments of the extent and condition of artificial aquatic systems. Improving that 

condition will require that we suspend our conventional assumption that artificial 

aquatic systems are intrinsically inferior; instead, we need more hypothesis-driven study 

that evaluates the factors, such as watershed setting, physical structure and design, time, 

and management, that influence their ecological condition. We will need to move 

beyond this initial exploration to more thoroughly consider interactions among these 

drivers and alternative ways of framing the mechanisms underlying artificiality (e.g., 

physical vs. biological), first conceptually and then through well-controlled studies. 

Because the very way we perceive artificial aquatic systems may affects their 

ultimate condition and value, effective management of the modern hybrid hydroscape 

may require reconsidering cultural norms about the concept of artificiality, even 

undoing our deeply held notions about a human/nature dichotomy. Environmental 
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scientists, and our cross-disciplinary collaborators, must first take on such efforts in 

support of our own work, but can also play a role in helping policy-makers and others 

meet these challenges. 
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Figure 5: Conceptual Diagram of the Role of Artificiality in the Management and 
Services Provided by an Aquatic Ecosystem. Top part a, the currently prevailing process 
model, depicts an approximation of how environmental scientists appear to typically think 
of the role of artificiality in impacting ecosystems. The lower part b, our proposed 
replacement, suggests that while artificiality may impact ecosystem function directly 
through mechanisms yet little elucidated, we are more certain that it impacts the perceived 
value of ecosystem services. Because perception impacts policy, policy affects reality, and 
reality impacts perception, this proposed replacement process model for the role of 
artificiality in aquatic ecosystems sets up a positive feedback loop. 
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2.1. Introduction 

Irrigation ditches are a dominant feature of the US hydroscape. In 2012, the 

United States had 27,967 km2 of farmland irrigated by 42.7 km2 unlined ditches, and 

8,469 km2 of farmland irrigated by 150 km2 of lined ditches (e.g. Allan 2004, Meyer, Paul, 

and Taulbee 2009, Stewart et al. 2001), yielding a total irrigated farmland area somewhat 

larger than Lake Tanganyika. These figures only account for farmland, and not for 

irrigation ditches and canals that traverse urban or undeveloped systems; the actual 

footprint of these systems is likely much larger. Agricultural drainage ditches occupy a 

much larger area (USDA 2014), and some ditches function for both drainage and 

irrigation at different times.  

Despite the commonness of these irrigation ditches, ecologists have traditionally 

considered them primarily in terms of degradation of their natural water sources, via 
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abstraction’s impact on natural flows (USDA 2015, Bunn and Arthington 2002). 

Scientists have rarely evaluated irrigation ditches and other artificial aquatic systems as 

ecosystems in their own right, and attempted to explain their condition in a process-

based manner (Chapter 1). Similarly, federal (e.g. Dynesius and Nilsson 1994, Malmqvist 

and Rundle 2002) and state (USEPA and USACE 2015) regulations tend to deprioritize 

ditches as legally protected waters (Chapter 1). Neither scientists nor policymakers have 

much information about ecological structure and function of US irrigation ditches yet. 

Globally, conservation biologists increasingly recognize that artificial water 

bodies can also provide valuable habitat (Zollitsch and Christie 2014, 2016) and other 

ecosystem services such as water purification and pest control (Chester and Robson 

2013). Irrigation ditches specifically can host birds (Herzon and Helenius 2008), herptiles 

(김미란 et al. 2013), fish, arthropods (Katano et al. 2003), turtles (Bataller, Forteza, and 

Sancho 2008), mussels, (Nakano et al. 2015), and plants (Meier et al. 2017). including rare 

species (Langheinrich et al. 2004, Kadoya, Suda, and Washitani 2009). The net effect of 

irrigation ditches on aquatic habitat thus includes both negative impacts on existing 

aquatic systems and novel habitat provision. 

To understand the ecology of a whole, partially abstracted hydroscape, we need 

to understand not just degradation, but also the habitat provisioning of irrigation 

ditches. We need to know whether these systems respond to the same drivers as natural 

systems, such as watershed setting, disturbance and succession, watershed policy, and 
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local management, and/or to drivers unique to artificial systems, such as initial 

construction design, or other intrinsic influences on artificial water bodies (Chapter 1). 

These variables are often conflated. We might expect that irrigation ditches, like streams 

(Allan 2004, Walsh et al. 2009), would respond negatively to urban and agricultural 

stressors in their watersheds, and indeed, acequia irrigation waters in New Mexico 

apparently do respond to human land uses in their watersheds (Fernald et al. 2012). It is 

often difficult to separate these impacts from the impacts of artificiality itself, though, 

because artificial aquatic systems like irrigation ditches typically occur in watersheds 

with agricultural and development impacts (Doubek and Carey 2017). Few studies have 

compared adjacent and connected irrigation ditches and rivers to control for differences 

between the two system types in water, except to describe their connectivity in different 

seasons, as for the passage of fish (Cowley, Wissmar, and Sallenave 2007) or the 

processing of nutrients (Mortensen et al. 2016). 

Bishop, California provided a unique system to test these questions, because a 

natural creek and its ditched diversions run in a broadly parallel fashion, with the same 

water flowing back and forth between them. After this water flows out of the Sierra 

Nevada Mountain snowmelt and through largely undeveloped desert into the town of 

Bishop, in both streams and ditches, it is equally subject to the small-town version of 

urban stream syndrome (Tessier, Sfreddo, and Ouin 2009, Langheinrich et al. 2004) and 

agricultural influences (Walsh et al. 2009). Moreover, the ditches of Bishop were 
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constructed over the same benthic sediments. The primary difference between the 

channels, aside from the processes that produced them, is age; the ditches range in age 

on the order of decades, whereas the creeks arose with the Sierra Nevada mountains. 

Age, and time for succession and naturalization, is another factor that can affect both 

natural (Brown and Milner 2012) and artificial (Ballantine and Schneider 2009) aquatic 

systems. Here we could compare habitat provisioning by ditches and their natural 

analogs while minimizing and controlling for the influence of upland land use, 

providing a rare opportunity to directly assess the role of channel origin. We sampled 

benthic macroinvertebrate communities, and anticipated that they would vary by season 

and substrate, as in natural systems (Moss 2008), but also between artificial and natural 

waterways. 

2.2. Materials and Methods 

2.2.1. Study area 

All samples were collected within the town limits of Bishop, California, in Bishop 

Creek and its water network (Fig. 6). Water flows from the Sierra Nevada Mountains 

eastward through Bishop Creek and a complex system of irrigation ditches that channel 

water from the creek to a canal, through which most of it eventually travels to Los 

Angeles. This system creates many kilometers of artificial, small streams. Within the 

town, the water flows through a variety of agricultural and residential lands, including 

under and alongside roads. In suburban-style subdivisions especially, this water has 
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significant aesthetic value. Residents landscape their small streams as they wish, 

creating ponds and waterfalls, lining and edging them with stones, brick, concrete, lawn, 

or other plants, and creating space for ducks and fountains. Even here, people put their 

share of water to practical use as well, and dam or pump it to flood yards, just as nearby 

farmers likewise irrigate pastures. Beyond irrigation, this ditch water is often the sole 

source of water for the stock grazed there. Thus, on its journey through Bishop, this 

water is exposed to fossil fuel hydrocarbons, lawn clippings, garden gnomes, pesticide, 

herbicide, fertilizer, manure, and other anthropogenic run-off. Irrigation may result in 

temporary lowering or drying of downstream reaches. 
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Figure 6: Bishop, California. All 50 samples included in all analyses, across 

years and substrate types, are shown, together will all area waterways in the National 
Hydrography Database. Water flows from the Sierra Nevada Mountains to the left 
and west of this image, towards the Owens River to the right and east. 

A preliminary survey of Bishop’s waterways in January 2010 suggested that 

substrates in the particle sizes of sand or cobble on the Wentworth scale {Wentworth, 

1922 #1540} predominated, sometimes covered with macrophytes or leaf litter. Substrate 

dominance by larger, smaller, or intermediate particles was rare. 

The natural streams of the branches of Bishop Creek were generally wider and 

deeper than artificial streams, with an average width and depth at winter sample sites of 
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6.6m and 23.2cm, respectively, compared to winter artificial sites’ average width of 3.8m 

and depth of 18.0cm. Natural streams also flowed slightly faster and had somewhat 

more vegetative cover at sampling sites in winter than artificial streams. While average 

stream temperature was similar across all stream sites in winter, about 4.5°C, and 

probably 15-20°C on average in summer based on a few 2010 measurements, the smaller 

artificial streams appeared to have slightly more variable temperatures than natural 

streams did.Temperature and distance east of the fork of Bishop Creek, down the valley, 

were not strongly correlated (r2=0.102) in winter. 

2.2.2. Study design 

Twelve summer samples were collected in late July 2008, and supplemented with 

40 winter samples in late January and February 2010. In each season, samples were 

evenly distributed between predominantly sandy sites and rocky, predominantly cobble 

sites, and between natural creek sites and human-dug “artificial” sites. This sampling 

scheme yielded four evenly sampled categories, artificial sand (AS), artificial rock (AR), 

natural sand (NS), and natural rock (NR.) Suitable sampling sites featured at least 50% of 

the desired dominant substrate, either cobble for rock sites, or sand for sand sites. In 

winter, on average, the rock sites featured about 75% cobble and 10% pebble, and sand 

sites featured about 70% sand and 15-20% gravel. 

Summer sites were selected randomly from properties with access already 

granted, and concentrated in West Bishop. Properties constituting prospective sampling 
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locations were visually assessed for quantity of suitable sand and cobble sample sites. 

This information was used to determine what approximate proportion of the total 

potential sample area of each of the four categories occurred at each property. Three 

samples per category were distributed among the properties, using a weighted random 

distribution based upon these proportions. 

In winter, sampling sites were randomly selected from a Bishop Water 

Associations map of the streams and properties within the system. Two areas not 

sampled were the Bishop Paiute Reservation, where the origin of streams was not 

always clear, and Los Angeles Department of Water and Power land, where access was 

not granted. If permission to sample a randomly selected property was not granted, then 

permission was sought on the adjoining properties through which the selected stream 

flowed, in order of proximity to the randomly selected sample site, before the site was 

discarded for a new random selection. 

In both seasons, within each randomly selected property, the precise sample site 

was the closest suitable substrate to the point selected randomly from ten roughly 

equally spaced points along the length of the stream. In broad streams with suitable 

substrate across much of their width, a similar procedure was followed to determine 

where in the width of each stream to sample. The order of sampling was also 

randomized, but in rounds of one of each of the four substrate/origin categories at a 

time, in random order, before repeating categories. All sampling occurred in daylight. 
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Each sample was collected within a 0.093m2 area of a Surber net with 1mm2 mesh 

(*). Substrates were disturbed by hand to a depth of approximately 10cm, until all 

substrate particles had been roughly brushed. Organisms were live-sorted from the 

resultant samples, and killed and stored by freezing for later identification. 

Identification of each organism in melted samples, to order and often to family, was 

executed using Merritt and Cummins’s Introduction to the Aquatic Insects of North America 

{, 2008 #1541} and a dissecting microscope, generally at 10x magnification. Individuals in 

each taxon in each sample were counted. Because Oligochaeta often broke apart during 

sample collection and freezing, rendering their counts dubious, Oligochaeta were 

excluded from analyses. After identification, all organisms were preserved in 70% 

ethanol. 

2.2.3. Data analysis 

Raw counts of individuals per Surber sample were converted to individuals per 

square meter by multiplying by 10.75. Mean and standard deviations of individuals per 

square meter per taxon for each independent variable factor category were calculated. In 

one sample, from a summer, natural, and cobble site, incomplete preservation prevented 

more detailed identification of Trichoptera, so this sample was excluded from all 

calculations of Trichoptera sub-taxa and from all further, distance matrix-based analysis. 

 Abundance data were log-transformed (log10(x+1) in order to achieve normality. 

One sample, from a natural, sand site in winter with a great deal of leaf litter and 
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organic matter, returned exclusively Oligochaeta, leaving values of zero for all taxa 

analyzed, so this sample was omitted from all further, distance matrix-based, analysis. 

Thus, 50 samples remained for community-level data analyses in R.  

The Bray-Curtis distance between sample invertebrate communities was 

calculated using function “vegdist” (1996). Contrasts between winter and summer, 

cobble and sand, and artificial and natural were set up using the functions “contrasts” 

and “model.matrix” in package “stats” (Oksanen et al. 2015). PERMANOVAs 

comparing invertebrate communities within each pair were executed using the “adonis” 

function (Bates et al. 2014), with 999 permutations each. Gower distance between 

samples in treatment, based solely on the independent factor variables of origin, 

substrate, and season, was calculated using the “daisy” function (Oksanen et al. 2015). 

Physical Euclidean distance between samples, based on UTM coordinates, was 

determined using function “earth.dist” (Goslee and Urban 2007). 

A non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis (NMS), function “nmds” 

(Vavrek 2011), further elucidated differences between invertebrate samples based on 

origin, substrate, season, and longitude. Longitude served as a post-hoc proxy for 

watershed urbanization, with the assumption of more urban influence upstream as 

waters flowed east (Fig. 6). A stepdown NMS with 1-6 dimensions, 10 ordinations, and 

1,000 maximum iterations revealed that a minimum number of dimensions for low 

stress and high r2 was three, so three axes were used for the rest of the analysis. This 
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NMS, with three dimensions, 1000 ordinations, and 10,000 maximum iterations, was 

rotated so that power to explain variability was highest for axis 1 and lowest for axis 3 

through a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) using the function “princomp” (Goslee 

and Urban 2007). The proportion of variability explained by each axis was multiplied by 

the overall r2 to calculate the percentage of overall variability explained by each axis. 

The weighted average score of each taxon within the NMS was calculated using function 

“wascores,” and the vector of each factor, of origin, substrate, and season, was calculated 

using function “envfit” (Bates et al. 2014). 

We assessed raw count of taxa included in the above analyses, and count of 

Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera individuals, in samples as a function of 

longitude via Poisson regressions, “glm” (Davies, Ihaka, and Team 2015). We first 

converted longitude to degrees east of a major upstream fork in Bishop Creek, located at 

118.459811°W, and took the negative natural log of these values, to meet assumptions of 

heteroscedasticity. We started with full models including this transformed longitude 

variable and factor variables of season, substrate, and artificiality as predictor variables, 

and removed least contributing variables in a stepwise fashion until all variables 

contributed significantly. 

 Finally, we used a simple ANCOVA, “aov” (Oksanen et al. 2015) to assess 

the relative impacts of spatial distance between sites, artificiality, and the interaction of 

the two on Bray-Curtis community distance. 
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2.3. Results 

The three most common invertebrate taxa across all samples were Elmidae, 

Chironimidae, and Ephemerellidae. As expected, Plecoptera and other cobble-

dependent taxa clustered with the cobble sites (Fig. 7). All leeches (Rhynchobdellida) 

and most Ephemerellidae were caught in winter, whereas Simuliidae and Tipulidae 

occurred primarily in summer. A few taxa occurred primarily in a unique grouping of 

factor variables. The four Caenegrionidae captured all came from three artificial cobble 

sites in the southwestern half of Bishop in winter. All Amphipoda occurred in one 

natural sand site, in Bishop City Park, in winter, which also supported the one 

Ceratopogonid caught. All Ostracoda and Copepoda came from one western artificial 

cobble site in winter. Of the 17 Gastropoda caught, all but two came from artificial 

cobble. 

Invertebrate assemblages differed by substrate (F= 5.43, df=1, p=0.001) and by 

season (F= 2.88, df=1, p=0.015), but not by artificiality of origin (F= 1.34, df=1, p= 0.235), 

according to PERMANOVAs. Similarly, in NMS results (Fig. 8), vectors (Fig. 7) for 

substrate (r2=0.35, p=0.001) and season (r2=0.25, p=0.005) were significant, but not the 

vector for artificiality (r2=0.08, p=0.285). Communities clustered by substrate on axis 1 

and season on all axes, especially 2 and 3, but assemblages in natural and artificial 

streams overlapped almost entirely on all axes (Fig. 8).  
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Longitude, with which increased urbanization, ultimately best explained 

variation in invertebrate assemblages according to the NMS (F=8.77, df=1, p=0.001). 

Figure 7: Weighted Averages of Taxa and Vectors of Independent Variable Factors 
Within Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling Analysis. Rows represent different 
combinations of axes from the same NMS. Vectors for substrate (r2=0.34, p=0.001), season 
(r2=0.25, p=0.005), and longitude (r2=0.39, p=0001) were significant, but not the vector for 
origin (r2=0.08, p=0.285). Note that axis scaling varies. 
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Similarly, communities with high scores on the first NMS axis correlated with higher, 

 

Figure 8: Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling Analysis Plots. Each row is the 
same plot repeated thrice, with different colors and symbols in each column 
identifying the samples by different factors, by origin, substrate, and season. The 
rows represent different combinations of axes from the same NMS. Assemblages 
differed by substrate (F= 5.43, df=1, p=0.001) and by season (F= 2.88, df=1, p=0.015), but 
not by artificiality of origin (F= 1.34, df=1, p= 0.235). 
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more easterly longitude, as well as with sandy substrate and summer (Fig. 7). Raw count 

of the taxa used in the NMS, and number of EPT individuals, also declined 

asymptotically moving from west to east in the primary direction of water flow (Fig.6). 

Declines were nearly identical for both indicators across artificial and natural sites, and 

the EPT decline was identical across seasons; the remaining curves (Fig. 9) reflected 

fewer taxa and less EPT in sand, and somewhat less taxonomically rich communities in 

winter. Neither substrate nor season affected the rates of decline as reflected by the 

shapes of the curves (Fig. 9). Taxa richness was best explained by degrees longitude east 

of the fork of Bishop Creek (z=3.335, df=49, p<0.001) and the factor of sand vs. cobble (z= 

-3.020, df=49, p=0.002), and marginally by season (z=1.900, df=49, p=0.056). EPT count 

was strongly influenced by degrees longitude east of the fork of Bishop Creek (z=-6.788, 

df=49, p<0.001) and substrate (z=-5.743, df=49, p<0.001). 

Natural and artificial communities did differ in one respect, namely how 

different communities at each site were from communities at sites nearby (Fig. 10). The 

ANCOVA indicated that artificiality of origin does not itself directly affect the log of the 

Bray-Curtis distance between communities (F=0.055, df=1, p=0.815), and all sites become 

less similar in macroinvertebrate community with distance (F=281, df=1, p<0.001); 

however, artificial-artificial pairs and natural-natural pairs differed in how community 

similarity decayed over spatial distance (F=72.0, df=1, p<0.001). Dissimilarity among 
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artificial sites increased over a distance of 1 km, but not beyond. At short distances, 

 

Figure 9: Impact of Longitude on Invertebrate Communities. Longitude axis 
corresponds to the flow of water from west to east through the town of Bishop, i.e., 
with upstream urbanized area and heated valley floor. Taxa count is a raw count of 
the taxa represented in Figure 3 . EPT is Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera. 
Each point corresponds to one sample. Regression lines on the graphs reflect simple 
Poisson models of response variables as functions of transformed longitude. 

natural-natural pairs were more similar than artificial-artificial pairs, and their similarity 

declined over a range of 2-3 km, ultimately reaching a greater level of dissimilarity than 

that of distant artificial -artificial pairs.  
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2.4. Discussion 

The ditches of Bishop, CA provided a rare opportunity to evaluate the ecological 

effects of artificial vs. natural origin in aquatic systems. This comparison was possible 

because the channels of different origin occupy, and are interconnected within, a 

relatively undisturbed watershed setting, and because comparable benthic substrates are 

present within both natural and artificial channels. Invertebrate communities in ditches 

were not significantly different from those of natural creeks, even as communities varied 

as expected by substrate and season. Instead, communities lost sensitive EPT taxa and 

Figure 10: Decay of Community Similarity with Distance Differs Between 
Natural and Artificial Sites. Only natural-natural and artificial-artificial pairings 
were included. Lines are LOWESS-smoothed curves, using the function “lowess” 
(Davies, Ihaka, and Team 2015) based on the scatter plots, likewise corresponding to 
natural and artificial pairings. 
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supported reduced species richness as they moved downstream through Bishop. These 

patterns suggest that relative watershed urbanization, or some other environmental 

gradient accrued flowing through the town, drove the habitat quality of the aquatic 

systems, regardless of their origin. A variety of characteristics of urban streams could 

account for this gradient (Walsh et al. 2009). 

Our findings support the ideas that artificial aquatic systems can house 

biodiversity (Chester and Robson 2013) and that ditches can provide important 

ecosystem services (Herzon and Helenius 2008). More specifically, our results are 

consistent with a growing body of evidence that the condition of setting, of watershed- 

and local-level land use, affects ecological structure and function of artificial 

waterbodies similarly to natural ecosystems. Some similar results in published literature 

suggest that our finding of lack of difference in community structure between artificial 

and natural ditches, and stronger response to setting, may not be as unusual as it first 

appears (Simon and Travis 2011, Harabis and Dolny 2015, Verdonschot, Keizer-vlek, and 

Verdonschot 2011, Leslie and Lamp 2017). The broader implication of these results is 

that the poor condition of artificial aquatic systems in other settings cannot necessarily 

be attributed to their origin per se, but rather may be explained by material and 

identifiable aspects of their setting and structure.  

In natural streams, aquatic macroinvertebrate communities respond to substrate, 

season (Suren and Jowett 2006), urban stressors like water pollution (Walsh et al. 2009, 
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Roy et al. 2003), and spatial distance to source populations of other macroinvertebrates 

(Galic et al. 2013), so we expected to see variation in invertebrate communities in 

response to these variables. However, we did not anticipate the lack of differentiation 

between artificial ditch and natural creek communities. It is possible that insufficient 

sampling or taxonomic resolution explains this null result, and the subtle differences 

among different treatment groups suggests that the full story of this system may be 

more complex than we documented. However, that we found differences in response to 

known ecological drivers, substrate and season, suggests that our methods sufficed to 

detect substantial differences in aquatic macroinvertebrate communities, i.e., that 

irrigation ditches and natural creeks really did host relatively similar macroinvertebrate 

assemblages. We infer from the decline in taxonomic richness and sensitive taxa with 

increased upstream urbanization across town from west to east (Fig. 6) that this 

ecosystem likely responds to the impacts of watershed development much like any 

other, apparently the same whether in one of the ditches or in Bishop Creek. Water 

quality monitoring and more detailed watershed analysis could clarify this influence, 

though delineating watersheds around irrigation ditches with variably regulated flow 

can be complicated. 

We recognize that the interconnectedness of ditches and creeks sharing water 

fresh out of the Sierra Nevada Mountains makes our system somewhat of a special case, 

and that all ditches most likely do not function as well as all streams. Many irrigation 
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ditches and similar likely suffer poor water quality from their watersheds, but since this 

system shares the same basic watershed and, indeed, the same primary water source, 

fresh from the Sierra Nevada Mountains, it largely controlled for this variable. We used 

this situation to our advantage in this study, but it is likely not entirely normal. 

However, it is also not unique; irrigation water is collected from snowpack-fed streams 

as they run down mountains in other places throughout the US West, and even globally.  

For all the similarity between artificial and natural streams in our study, they did 

apparently differ in community assembly. Communities at natural sites are more similar 

to other natural sites across space, and apparently connect over longer distances, than 

artificial site pairs (Fig. 10). Artificial site pair dissimilarity was almost constant no 

matter how close or far the sites. It appears that communities at natural sites are well 

spatially sorted, likely in response to environmental conditions, whereas the artificial 

site communities are not. This pattern could be some kind of sampling artifact relating 

to the environmental gradient across town (Fig. 9). We have not tracked the dispersal or 

extinction of these invertebrates isotopically or otherwise, across time or space, so our 

inference as to the reasons for these patterns must be limited. Perhaps the ditch sites, 

which range from a few years to several decades old, have not had time to 

environmentally sort as thoroughly as the natural sites. These macroinvertebrates’ life 

cycles are short, often with winged adults between generations, and the populations are 

closely connected to natural sources, but dispersal and disturbance response ability 
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varies by species (Galic et al. 2013). Perhaps the ditch sites are more homogenous in 

some other key way, as manmade urban ecosystems tend to be to each other, despite 

often high richness at any given site (Galic et al. 2013). If ditch invertebrate communities 

remain perpetually new, they could even comprise sink populations to the local 

macroinvertebrate metapopulation, which would be a very important caveat to our 

finding that artificial streams support similar invertebrate communities to creeks’. These 

ditches have begun to run dry in recent years, which could make this possibility more 

likely, though the life cycles of some benthic macroinvertebrates are also adapted to 

seasonal dryness. Investigating dispersal and extinction directly, and getting permission 

to sample in locations where there are gaps in our data and potentially different design 

(McKinney 2006), such as on land belonging to the Los Angeles Department of Water 

and Power and to members of the Bishop Paiute Tribe, could help resolve these 

unknowns. 

Experimentation in ditches like these could inform basic ecological science, as 

well. The notion that human influences may make a ditch stream-like, or, conversely, a 

stream ditch-like, freshly reiterates the question of “What is a stream?” (Moyle 2014) for 

science, and perhaps eventually for policy. We have much left to learn about not just 

irrigation ditches, but all manmade aquatic systems. Unfortunately for further 

experimentation in Bishop, due to drought in California, these ditches have since run 

dry in all but the recent wettest of winters, and the macroinvertebrate samples described 
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here were destroyed in a winter wildfire. Anecdotally in Bishop, but supported by 

broader trends within the region, drought and fire are becoming increasingly common 

here and throughout the US Southwest, as well as many other arid parts of the world, 

and will continue to do so in future (Boisrame et al. 2017). Climate change, then, and 

how these ecosystems can adapt, should be part of new research questions here and in 

similar systems (Doyle and Bernhardt 2011). 

Going forward, iIrrigation ditches and other manmade water bodies could 

represent an important and under-appreciated opportunity for conservation. Humans 

have the capacity to change design and management of these common and relatively 

unregulated systems in ways that benefit biodiversity and optimize ecosystem services 

(sensu Ross et al. 2015). Indeed, due to limited water availability and high demand, 

manmade irrigation waterbodies and heavily modified streams prevail in California, so 

we have little choice there but to accept the premise of reconciliation ecology 

(Rosenzweig 2003), that not enough land and water can be preserved to save all the 

biodiversity and ecosystem services. Waters like the ditches of Bishop and the Los 

Angeles Aqueduct into which they ultimately flow are a necessary consideration in the 

conservation portfolio of the west (Dollinger et al. 2015, Cowley, Wissmar, and Sallenave 

2007). One may justifiably view abstracted waters as degradation of natural flows, but 

they, and even the accidental systems their leakages sometimes create (Sueltenfuss et al. 

2013, Palta et al. 2016, Bateman et al. 2014), may be the best aquatic ecosystems left in 
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some places. Learning the basics of their ecology, including what structure and function 

they can and cannot provide under what conditions, can only help with this process. 

2.5. Conclusion 

Our findings suggest that under similar watershed conditions, artificial and 

natural streams can have similar habitat value for benthic macroinvertebrates. Further 

work could determine if this finding holds true in other artificial aquatic systems 

beyond irrigation-style ditches, and what watershed and waterbody traits enable natural 

function in artificial water bodies. How well macroinvertebrates can disperse to and 

persist in constructed ecosystems remains unclear. The answers to these questions hold 

important implications for ecology, conservation, and water policy. 
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3. North Carolina Coastal Plain ditch types support distinct 
hydrophytic communities 

By Chelsea C. Clifford and James B. Heffernan 

3.1. Introduction 

Drainage ditches have gotten plenty of recognition for the wetland ecosystems, 

habitat, and ecosystem services destroyed through their drainage and other negative 

effects (e.g. Vincent, Burdick, and Dionne 2013, Zedler and Kercher 2005), but relatively 

little follow-up study on their role in the landscape as possible wet refugia (Remm et al. 

2013, e.g. Biggs, von Fumetti, and Kelly-Quinn 2016). This oversight loses something 

ecologically, as drainage ditches are common and can have an important ecological role 

within the broader hydroscape and landscape (Sayer 2014, Herzon and Helenius 2008, 

e.g. Favre-Bac et al. 2014), including, in some cases, supporting species of conservation 

concern (Harabis and Dolny 2015, Chester and Robson 2013). Better understanding of 

ditches can lead to better management outcomes (Dollinger et al. 2015), so it is 

worthwhile to try to understand if ditches really can function at least partially like the 

wetlands that they often supplant (Ch. 1). We sought to answer this question in the 

Coastal Plain of North Carolina, which is a flat, humid landscape heavily drained for 

forestry, agriculture, and development, particularly since European settlement (Phillips 

1997). 
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We examined water, soil, and plants of agricultural, forested, and freeway 

roadside ditches in North Carolina’s Coastal Plain for wetland characteristics, and 

attempted to assess what conditions allowed for wetland-like structure. We predicted 

that some ditches will function like wetlands, as natural and manmade topography and 

soils will permit water accumulation in them. Such wetland-like ditches will be evident 

by their domination by wetland indicator plant species, their higher soil carbon, and 

their greater evidence of water presence over time, similarly to standard indication of 

wetland status in the region (USACE 2010). In ditches functioning like wetlands, we 

predicted that developed land cover and agricultural land cover around the ditches 

would limit the development of specialist wetland-like vegetation communities and 

organic matter storage due to stress, similarly to natural wetlands and other aquatic 

systems in developed areas (Ormerod et al. 2010, Brooks et al. 2005). In other words, we 

expected forested ditches to show more wetland-like conditions, because we expected 

them to largely separate the anthropogenic stressors of setting from the anthropogenic 

construction of all ditches, whereas we expected agricultural and freeway roadside sites 

to respond to stressors, and exhibit less wetland characteristics on average. Having 

anecdotally observed some very wetland-looking agricultural and roadside ditches 

locally, however, we also expected that at least some of the freeway and agricultural 

sites would also exhibit some wetland characteristics. 
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Once we found wetland-like ditches, after we had selected, sampled, and 

evaluated them, we checked to see if the National Hydrography Dataset, or NHD+ 

(USGS 2015), and National Wetlands Inventory, or NWI (USFWS 2017), NHD+ and NWI 

accounted for them as aquatic features. We expected that some substantial fraction of the 

ditches would appear in these datasets in some form. Finally, we looked at aerial 

imagery, the currently available statewide DEM, and the state’s publicly available, finer 

scale lidar as means to potentially update maps to greater resolution of ditches. In total, 

this dataset allowed us to understand that freeway, forested, and agricultural ditches 

can function like wetlands, gave us some ideas as to the drivers of community 

composition and wetland status, and suggested ways that mapping of ditches could 

improve. 

3.2. Materials & Methods 

3.2.1. Sample site selection 

In summer 2015, we sampled 32 ditch reaches scattered across the coastal plain 

of North Carolina (Fig. 11) for plants, soil, and morphology. We aimed to sample 

approximately equal numbers of sites with dominantly agricultural, forested, and 

highway or freeway roadside watersheds, and generally sampled sites where we could 

gain access, and then randomly within ditch reaches available at those sites. We ensured 

that each sampling site was at least 10 km from any other site of the same category. 
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In the end, we sampled 10 agricultural ditches at North Carolina Department of 

Agriculture & Consumer Resources Research Stations, 10 forested ditches at lands 

belonging to or managed by the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality, 

North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, North Carolina Division of Parks and 

Recreation, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and The Conservation  

Fund, and 12 freeway sites maintained by the North Carolina Department of 

Transportation. For the freeway sites, we simply randomly selected points along the 

largest class of highways in the North Carolina highway shapefile, clipped to the Coastal 

Plain physiographic province, with at least 10km space in between, using ESRI’s ArcGIS 

and Hawth’s Tools’ “Generate Random Points” (Beyer 2004). The forested sites skewed 

easterly, towards the coast, and wet, towards bottomlands (Fig. 11), relative to the 

probable native forest distribution of the North Carolina Coastal Plain, probably because 

what remains forested today is areas less desirable as farmland, not dry uplands. The 

freeway sites skewed westerly, towards cities and ports, including the fall line dividing 

the Coastal Plain and Piedmont physiographic provinces, the end of tidal navigability, 

which the I-95 corridor roughly traces. 
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3.2.2. Field and Lab Methods 

At each sampling point (e.g. A, Fig. 12), we randomly selected which direction to 

proceed in designating a 50-meter sampling reach (e.g. A-E, Fig. 12), subdivided into 

10m increments (e.g. A-B, B-C, Fig. 12) at which we established subsampling transects. If 

a culvert, ditch ending, etc. broke that reach, we shifted the sampling reach just far 

enough to exclude the interruption. The subsampling transects spanning the width of 

Figure 11: Map of Sites Sampled. Each dot represents one ditch reach sampled 
at one site. The pop-out boxes show photographic examples of one ditch reach of each 
type, with their locations indicated. 
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the sampling reach (vertical dotted lines, Fig. 12) extended as far as clear physical 

boundaries (e.g. roads, fences), property lines (e.g. highway right-of-way corridors), or 

until the ground leveled out and quit sloping towards the ditch, whichever came first. 

At each site, we noted regional USACE wetland indicators (USACE 2010), like crayfish 

burrows and water-stained leaves. We also recorded the location of the center (point C 

in Fig. 2) of the reach with a GPS, for later analysis of how proximity and watershed 

setting impact sample measurements. 

At each sampling site, we used laser level to determine the slope of the ditch 

over the 50m sampling reach. Perpendicularly to the ditch, along the transects across its 

width, we measured the distance and changes in elevation from the center of the ditch 

out to the water’s edge, the bank toes (if distinguishable), bank tops, the ends of the 

Figure 12: Example Subsampling Layout, Within a Freeway Sample Site. Blue 
rectangle represents a ditch; dark gray rectangle at bottom represents a roadside; row of 
black boxes above ditch represents a fence line. Letters represent midpoints of subsampling 
transects; subsampling transects are indicated by dashed white lines. White boxes 
symbolize randomized herbaceous plant quadrats. 
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transects, and any points in between where the slope changed significantly, using the 

laser level and measuring tapes. 

At each of three of the ditch transect center points per sample site, the ends and 

centers, (A, C, and E in Fig. 12), we collected a 10cm soil core, using a wetland style 

auger at wet sites and a standard terrestrial auger at dry sites. We combined these 

subsamples within a plastic sandwich bag for each sampling site, and chilled these 

samples until analysis. Back in the lab, we recorded wet, dried, and ashed weights of 

initially approximately 50g soil subsamples. Drying occurred in a drying oven at 100°C 

for 12 hours, and ashing occurred in a muffle furnace at 500 °C for 15 hours. We 

calculated percent water by subtracting dry weight from wet weight and dividing that 

remainder by wet weight for each sample, and we calculated organic matter by 

subtracting ashed weight from dry weight and dividing that remainder by dry weight 

for each sample. 

We sampled vegetation at each of five width transects (dotted vertical lines A-E 

in Fig. 12) at each sample site. At the center of each transect (points A-E in Fig. 12), we 

measure canopy cover using a spherical crown densiometer. In a belt one meter to the 

side of each transect, we recorded the species and diameter at breast height of any tree 

or shrub of breast height or taller. 

Along each transect, we estimated percent cover of each herbaceous vegetation 

species on the Daubenmire scale (Daubenmire 1959) within two quadrats, one on either 
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side of the center point of the ditch. The quadrats measured 1m by 0.5m quadrat, and we 

positioned them length parallel to the ditch. We placed them at a random distances from 

the ditch center based on a normal distribution with a standard deviation of five meters 

from center for ditches of 10m or more in width, or half that, a standard deviation of 

2.5m, for smaller ditches. Thus, more quadrats were relatively near the ditch center 

(white rectangles, Fig. 12). At each quadrat, we also measure maximum vegetation 

height. 

Later, we categorized all plant taxa recorded by their Wetland Indicator Status 

according to the USDA Plant Database (USDA 2015), and calculated percent cover of 

wetland indicator statuses in each subsample. We log-transformed average total 

coverage in each status by site, and compared across site types. We compared 

herbaceous communities, in terms of site level mean taxon proportion cover across 

quadrats, to each other using a nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMS) analysis with 

a Bray-Curtis distribution and a PERMANOVA (Goslee and Urban 2007). Then we 

calculated the vectors along which variables like mean canopy cover and soil percent 

organic matter (OM) mapped within the NMS (Oksanen et al. 2015). We inverted the 

vector for site mean maximum herbaceous vegetation height, to make it more obviously 

reflect greater mowing influence rather than greater growth. 
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3.2.3. Site characterization by remote sensing 

We looked up each sampled ditch reach in the National Hydrography Dataset, or 

NHD+ (USGS 2015), and National Wetlands Inventory, or NWI (USFWS 2017), to see if 

each database included the ditch at all, and if so, how, under what category, using the 

field-recorded GPS coordinates of our ditches verified with aerial imagery from ESRI 

and Google. We counted ditches as included even if a linear feature, i.e. a ditch or a 

stream, was clearly intended as the one we sampled but mapped slightly differently, i.e. 

roughly traced the shape of the ditch within a few meters of its actual location and could 

not potentially represent any other nearby linear feature, but did not count reaches near 

but outside polygons, e.g. of wetlands, as included.  

Then, we mapped the center of the reach and the NHD against ESRI’s aerial 

imagery base layer, the North Carolina state digital elevation model (DEM) with grid 

cells 20’ on each side (2013), and 1km square DEMs around each site with 8’ grid cells 

that we made ourselves using publicly available state lidar data (2014). We made these 

DEMs by converting the raw .las files we got from the state dataset to LAS Datasets, 

evaluating their statistics to determine that an 8’ grid cell resolution would work best, 

converting the LAS to a Multipoint, adding the Multipoint to a Terrain, and converting 

the Terrain to a Raster via Natural Neighbors. Once we had all of these map layers, we 

visually, qualitatively examined each one to see which types of data layers tended to 
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reveal our ditch reaches, to assess what publicly available data could be used in future to 

add to better map ditches like the ones we sampled.  

3.3. Results 

All the site types, agricultural, forested, and freeway, showed wetland 

characteristics in terms of hydrology, soils, and plants, but the site types also differed. 

Water and soil showed similar patterns across the sites (Fig. 13); soil water and OM 

content were highly correlated (r2=0.79 with OM percentage log-transformed), and 

hydrologic indicator count roughly corresponded to soil water content. Forested sites 

had the greatest range of values and by far the extreme highest counts of U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers hydrologic indicators, soil water content, and soil organic matter 

(Fig. 13). All soils contained at least some organic matter, if generally little along 

freeways; maximum soil OM content, at forested North River Game Land (pictured, Fig. 

Figure 13: Site Average Water and Soil Values by Ditch Type. Red boxes are 
95% confidence intervals about the mean. 
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11), was 61%. The soils varied substantially in terms of color and apparent texture; there 

was no one ditch soil. 

In terms of herbaceous plant coverage, in these quadrats weighted towards the 

middles of the ditch, all of these sites met wetland criteria of at least 50% of the taxa by 

average coverage across quadrats at each site falling within obligate (OBL), facultative 

wetland (FACW), or facultative (FAC) indicator statuses, with some also in facultative 

upland status (FACU), but little plain upland (UPL) taxa coverage (Fig. 14). The 

variation in coverage by indicator status was high for wetter indicator statuses across all 

site types, dipping as low as zero for almost all sites in OBL and FACW categories. 

Spreads tightened for drier indicator statuses. Agricultural sites had the highest percent 

coverage values for both OBL and, at the other extreme, FACU and UPL taxa (Fig. 14); 

they had the maximum and typically higher percent cover in general, and maximum 

Figure 14: Site Average Total Percent Cover Per Quadrat of Taxa in Each Wetland 
Indicator Status by Ditch Type. Red boxes are 95% confidence intervals about the mean. 
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and typically higher taxon count (Fig. 15). None of these differences were statistically 

significant, though mean total percent herbaceous cover came close, and agricultural 

sites did tend to be densely vegetated and apparently less often mown than freeway 

roadsides. Freeway roadsides showed signs of mowing like piles of cut grass, and had a 

lower average maximum herbaceous vegetation height. While this difference was not 

statistically significant, the range of site average height of herbaceous vegetation on 

freeway roadsides was about half that of agricultural and forested sites (Fig. 15). Forests 

did have higher percent canopy than any other category (Fig. 15). 

The ditch types had consistently different taxa of herbaceous plant communities 

(F=3.25, d.f.= 2, p=0.001), and these variations appeared to follow both local, site-level 

predictors and wetland indicator status plant traits, and somewhat broader, landscape-

level predictors (Fig. 16). Forested site plant communities separated most strongly from 

the other two site types in ordination space and clustered slightly more strongly; none of 

Figure 15: Site Average Characteristics of Herbaceous Plant Communities by Ditch 
Type. Red boxes are 95% confidence intervals about the mean. 
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the plant communities of any of the site types looked much more homogenous across 

sites than any other. Sites included a mixture of nonnative and native herbaceous and 

tree species. Forested site plant communities tended to have higher measured percent 

canopy, but did not correspond significantly with percent forest within a radius of either 

100 or 500m in the NLCD; instead they tended strongly to occur in areas with wetland 

cover within 500m, and somewhat with areas with water cover within 100m. Similarly, 

plant communities at these forested sites tended to have high soil water content and 

percent organic matter, and high counts of USACE wetland hydrologic indicators. 

Communities corresponding to greater water within 100m also tended to be farther east 

in longitude, closer to the coast. 
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Agricultural and freeway roadside plant communities overlapped somewhat and 

shared a tendency to occur with more developed area within 500m, and at higher 

elevation (Fig. 16). Agricultural site plant communities typically occurred in areas with 

cultivation within 500m and within 100m, though some freeway roadside communities 

also appeared to respond to the 500m cultivation influence. Freeway roadside 

communities typically occurred within the influence of more development within 100 

and 500m, though some agricultural communities apparently responded to these drivers 

as well. Agricultural plant communities, and some freeway roadside communities, 

typically featured the most FACU and UPL taxa, and the greatest herbaceous percent 

Figure 16: Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling Analysis of Herbaceous Plant 
Communities at Different Ditch Types, Overlain with Variable Vectors. Each point 
represents one ditch site, and the ellipses represent averages across sites. Differences 
among sites were statistically significant according to a PERMANOVA (F=3.25, d.f.= 2, 
p=0.001). The two plots are the same; the left includes local, site-level vectors, and the 
right includes landscape-level vectors. All vectors are significant at p<0.05; tested 
vectors that were not significant are not shown. 
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cover, whereas freeway roadside communities tended to have FACW taxa and shorter 

vegetation. 

 

Figure 17: Inclusion of Sampled Sites in Federal Databases. Colors designate 
site types. On the left are categories under which the NHD+ included sampled ditch 
reaches; on the right are categories under which the National Wetland Inventory 
included them. The bands connecting the two represent sites and which designations 
they had under each database, and the width of the band against each database 
represents how many sites each database included in each category. Most sites were 
not included at all in either database, including all freeway sites; these are labeled 
“absent.” The full terminology for “Riverine Intermittent Streambed” in the NWI was 
“Riverine Intermittent Streambed Seasonally Flooded,” and “Palustrine wetland” 
subsumes a few different subcategories. CanalDitch and StreamRiver are linear 
features; the rest of the categories are larger areas that included ditches within them. 

These sampled ditch reaches generally did not appear in the National 

Hydrography Dataset or National Wetlands Inventory in any form (Fig. 17). When the 

databases did feature them as some kind of aquatic feature, they generally did not 

recognize them as ditches (Fig. 17). The National Hydrography Dataset only included 

one sample reach, in Croatan National Forest, as a “CanalDitch,” whereas the National 

Wetlands Inventory included two reaches within areas labeled “partially 
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ditched/drained,” but none as independent excavated features. A few more, usually the 

same few, were mislabeled as streams or simply wetlands (Fig. 17), but the NHD+ 

excluded 26 sites entirely, and the NWI excluded 22, both leaving out all of the freeway 

sites. 

Within the NHD+ and NWI more broadly, in surrounding areas, sometimes 

neighboring ditches and other small waterbodies were mapped, and sometimes not; a 

ditch adjoining the one mapped “CanalDitch in the NHD+ was not mapped. Some of the 

NHD+ maps around our sample sites showed plain issues in categorization, with canals 

switching to streams and back, for example, and multiple streams tributaries to the 

canals. Visually, unmapped ditches are sometimes apparent from readily available aerial 

imagery, often apparent from the statewide 20’-sided grid cell DEM, and usually 

apparent from the 8’ grid cell DEMs we created with publicly available lidar (Fig. 18). 
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3.4. Discussion 

Remarkably, all of these ditch sites exhibited at least some wetland structure, 

especially in terms of their hydrophytic plant communities. All of them are storing at 

least some organic matter in their soil, and all of them are somewhat wet. Very few of 

them, however, are accounted for in the NHD+ or the NWI, which means that we are 

Figure 18: Map of Croatan National Forest Sample Site and Lidar. This ditch 
site was the only one correctly included in the NHD+ as CanalDitch, as shown by the 
purple lines, but as the gray elevation of the lidar suggests, ditches just south and 
west of this point were not mapped. StreamRiver is shown as blue lines, and 
acknowledge wetland by the blue-gray stippling in the lower left corner of the image. 
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failing to account for these ditches as a mapped aquatic resource through the traditional 

means. Ditches may be narrow, but their net length is likely very long, particularly here 

in the North Carolina Coastal Plain, so this under-accounting could add up to a 

substantial area, especially in terms of connectivity across the landscape. For any given 

variable that we measured, all three ditch types had fairly wide ranges of values, 

suggesting a diversity of habitat types and possibilities among Coastal Plain ditches. The 

vector of average maximum herbaceous vegetation height (Fig. 16), suggests that 

roadside herbaceous plant communities do respond to management interventions. 

Indeed, when we looked at which sites of which site types had herbaceous communities 

mixed with or toward the margins of clusters of communities of other site types in the 

NMS, permitted growth, through mowing and herbicide, and shading through trees, 

appeared to be strong drivers towards the edges of the clusters. This suggests that 

people do have a choice in steering the ecological structure of these miniature wetlands, 

as backed by earlier findings elsewhere (Dollinger et al. 2015), so policy-makers, farmers, 

civil engineers, foresters, and landscape architects could factor this thinking into their 

choices about these systems here. 

Freeway roadside sites, in particular, are managed by the North Carolina 

Department of Transportation, with environmental scientists and regional divisions; this 

system could be a relatively easy place to implement experimental ditch management 

factoring in wetland criteria. Designs would have to allow water to flow without 
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creating a flooding risk or adding a maintenance burden, but this may well be possible. 

Systems like this built for one or few ecosystem services, just flood control and water 

transport, are often overbuilt for those purposes (Palta, Grimm, and Groffman 2017), 

and designed experiments incorporating natural elements into infrastructure have 

reduced maintenance burden before (Felson and Pickett 2005). We did not sample 

private ditches along smaller roads, though these can be just as interesting (McPhillips et 

al. 2016). 

Agricultural sites had the most vigorous herbaceous plant communities, 

including the most dense herbaceous cover (Fig. 15) and the most upland taxa (Fig. 15). 

The relative lack of trees, typical interventions of mowing and dredging (Dollinger et al. 

2015), and often high nutrient inputs could make them great places to experiment (De 

Meester et al. 2005, Koetsier and McCauley 2015) with manipulating competitive 

interactions between plants and disturbance responses. In spite of the stress of 

surrounding development and agriculture (Fig. 16), these sites often had high taxa 

richness (Fig. 15), albeit generally featuring more upland taxa as well as more obligate 

taxa (Fig. 14). Their palette of plants there was broad, without deliberate intervention to 

make it so. For farmers interested in influencing the ecosystem services received from 

their ditches, there are opportunities here too. As the actual sites we sampled were 

agricultural research stations, these could be good places to begin experimenting. 
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Forested sites proved more complicated than the less impacted control we had 

imagined they could be; they were more swampy than simply forested. In hindsight, 

that the forests were wetlands was to be expected for several reasons: they were drained, 

their easterly, coast-ward distribution from which we were forced to choose, and that 

the forest that remains in conservation is likely the land least suited to farming decades 

and centuries ago. So, their ditches were much more wetland-like in terms of soil carbon 

and water, but this could be an artifact of the surrounding landscape that has little to do 

with the behavior of the ditches themselves. 

We left a great deal yet to explore about ditch soils, but the variation we 

observed among them suggests that there is no one ditch soil. We did not sample soil 

carbon in transects across the ditches to see if carbon accumulation is greatest at their 

thalwegs where we sampled, as is likely. Even so, none of the ditches had as much soil 

carbon as the 95% in pocosins and 75% in gum swamps measured at Croatan (Bridgham 

and Richardson 1993), as a comparison to a natural swamp in the area, but a few came 

somewhat close, and it is notable that ditches, forested and even agricutltural, have high 

carbon in their soils at all. The high variability in the ditch soils suggests that their 

composition likely correspond more to their local parent soil than to anything about 

ditches per se, except perhaps construction imports of soil in some cases. Soil horizon 

formation in ditches can begin fairly quickly (Needelman, Ruppert, and Vaughan 2007), 
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however, so deeper coring and sectioning could also reveal further information about 

changes since ditching occurred. 

We left even more to explore about ditch hydrology. Without repeat site visits 

and monitoring, we lack precise measurements of site seasonal hydrology. However, the 

correspondence between USACE hydrologic indicators, soil water content, soil organic 

matter (Fig. 13), and to some degree known wetland and water landscape surroundings 

(Fig. 16) suggests that our rough water metrics did capture something about general 

wetness regime of the ditches studied. Both shorter term monitoring through the 

establishment of wells over the course of a year to examine seasonal inundation and 

flows, and longer term proxies of hydrology from soil (USACE 2010) and trees (Hupp, 

Dufour, and Bornette 2016), could better inform as to the role of hydrology in shaping 

these ditches.  

The national databases most commonly used to find aquatic features do not 

appear to account for the wetland-like ditches that we found well, but the technology 

and even data is available to improve maps. Our sampling of ditch inclusion in the NHD 

and NWI is far from random, but we did not consult these databases before site 

selection, and even a casual glance at either database superimposed on aerial imagery 

for this region makes clear that many ditches, and other small water features, are left 

out, or mis-categorized. In fairness, the oddities in canals with stream tributaries or 

segments in the NHD+ could make sense if a channelized stream counts as a canal, but 
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given that some of the stream sections were as straight as some canal sections, 

mismapping or confusion over definition of “CanalDitch” versus “StreamRiver,” or 

artificial versus natural flowlines, appears highly likely. This lack of information and 

misinformation on extent and distribution of ditches makes it difficult to know quite 

what is and is not getting management attention at the moment, or to design how best to 

target interventions. However, our lidar-based dabbling, albeit without applying a 

model to extract ditches, suggests that finding ditches to add to maps should be doable, 

given enough computing power to deal with the large amount of data the lidar entails. 

Better remote sensing scientists than us have made significant progress on this task 

(Rapinel et al. 2015, Bailly et al. 2008, Cazorzi et al. 2013), so perhaps better ditch maps 

for the North Carolina Coastal Plain will emerge soon regardless of our encouragement.  

3.5. Conclusion 

The forested, freeway, and agricultural ditches that we sampled throughout the 

North Carolina Coastal Plain all showed some ecological structural characteristics of 

wetlands. They all had herbaceous hydrophytic plant communities towards their 

thalwegs, all stored at least a little organic matter in their soil, and all appeared at least 

somewhat wet. There was a large range of variation within these characteristics, though, 

and distinct plant communities across site types that appeared to respond to 

management intervention, indicating that humans may have the ability to shape these 

communities if we so choose. The actual extent of these ditch wetland ecosystems is 
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unclear, as they appear to be poorly mapped in the NHD+ and NWI. A great deal of 

research remains to be done on these systems, including experimenting with 

management techniques, and greater initial characterization of hydrology, soils, biota 

beyond plants, and other ecosystem services. Our findings raise the possibility that 

drainage features and other artificial aquatic systems questions well beyond the North 

Carolina Coastal Plain, as drainage ditches and other artificial aquatic systems are 

widespread. 
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4. Similarities and Differences in Algal Bloom Processes in 
Artificial and Natural Lakes 

By Chelsea C. Clifford and James B. Heffernan 

4.1. Introduction 

Humans are by far the greatest source for new lakes and ponds today (Oertli 

2018), and most freshwater ponds in the U.S. are artificial (Dahl 2011), yet all too often, 

scientists, land managers, and policy makers ignore the socio-ecological potentials of 

these systems (Oertli 2018). Multiple studies have demonstrated that artificial ponds and 

lakes can provide habitat (Chester and Robson 2013), recreational opportunities (Biggs, 

von Fumetti, and Kelly-Quinn 2016), and carbon and sediment storage (Renwick et al. 

2006, Tranvik et al. 2009, Williamson et al. 2009), as well as the obvious resource of 

water. The ways in which people tend to construct ponds and lakes, often for a limited 

purpose and with a correspondingly limited design, can limit their function, however 

(Oertli 2018, Palta, Grimm, and Groffman 2017); they may lack the structure to fulfill 

their potential. Alternatively, exogenous factors relating to where artificial lakes tend to 

be situated may limit them; artificial lakes can be susceptible to influences from their 

watersheds just like any other waterbody (Knutson et al. 2004, Mehaffey et al. 2005). The 

speed with which small artificial waterbodies turn over in existence (Oertli 2018) 

suggests that age could also be a limiting factor; most of these manmade ponds and 

lakes are probably relatively young in geologic or successional time (Milner et al. 2011). 
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In any case, we should better learn about these processes that may control the 

structure and function of artificial aquatic ecosystems; assuming that these waterbodies 

are doomed to poor condition will not suffice for science or management (Ch. 1). While 

many of the ecological processes occurring in artificial aquatic ecosystems will be the 

very same ones occurring in natural waterbodies, humans typically have greater control, 

even mandatory control, over artificial waterbodies, which adds to the forcings involved 

in these systems. We need to know what our interventions do, could do, and cannot 

achieve, in order to manage effectively. Relatively few studies have explored such 

questions on more than a case-by-case or small-scale basis. 

In the case of lakes, a massive data collection effort that has made broad scale 

study possible is the National Lakes Assessment (NLA), by the U.S. EPA. Previous 

studies have begun to use this study to explore artificial lakes in the U.S., notably 

Doubek and Carey’s assessment of the first year of NLA data in 2007, in which they 

found that artificiality both correlated and interacted with latitude across multiple 

variables, including water quality variables and drivers like land use. They noted that 

southern reservoirs were deeper and more forested, and southern natural lakes and 

northern reservoirs had greater total phosphorus and a shallower Secchi depth. 

Generally, they noted that natural lakes were more eutrophic, with greater total nitrogen 

and chlorophyll a, and that reservoirs occurred at higher elevations. While these 

patterns suggested connections between land cover, geomorphology, and water quality, 
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statistical methods employed could not parse causes (2017). Earlier, Beaulieu, Pick, and 

Gregory-Eaves found that temperature and total nitrogen predicted algal biomass in 

2007, particularly in deep natural lakes, using multiple regression (2013). Meanwhile, the 

EPA itself has reported higher total phosphorus, and increasing total phosphorus and 

microcystin algal toxin, in reservoirs (USEPA 2016). 

We proposed to use structural equations modeling, which allows assessment of 

causality across a network of variable relationships (Rosseel et al. 2017), to more 

thoroughly explore the process through which water quality goes bad via algal blooms 

potentially leading to microcystin outbreaks in natural as compared to artificial lakes 

throughout the U.S. using this NLA dataset. Our model suggests that there are 

differences in how blooms form between natural and artificial lakes that may have to do 

in part with dam management’s impact on thermal stratification. The overall processes 

by which blooms form are similar across lake origins, however, as are the actual data 

distributions. While we were unable to root our model as deeply into the physical 

features of the lakes and the landscape features of their watersheds as we would have 

liked, our approach nonetheless highlights the utility of exploring the processes behind 

ecological outcomes of artificial aquatic systems. 

4.2. Materials & Methods 

In 2007 and 2012, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and its 

collaborators collected an abundance of physical, chemical, biological, and recreation-
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related data at over 1,000 lakes both times around the lower 48 United States, as part of 

its National Lakes Assessment (USEPA 2016). During each sampling event, roughly half 

of the lakes were natural, of geologic origin, and roughly half were “man-made,” 

including reservoirs and other impoundments, farm ponds, former quarries, and so on. 

The EPA selected lakes through a stratified random sampling design intended to include 

a variety of sizes and locations of lakes within the National Hydrography Dataset 

(NHD+), and collected data on hundreds of indicator variables through field visits and 

through geospatial combination with the NHD+ and National Land Cover Database 

(NLCD), sometimes visiting sites more than once (USEPA 2016). We opted to focus on 

the first visit to each site for each year for consistency, and on comparatively few 

variables, those which we judged most essentially physically and chemically related to 

the formation of algal blooms and associated water quality problems in lakes. Of the 

variables we selected, some, including dissolved oxygen and temperature, were 

collected via sensors over profiles every meter or so within the lake, but most were 

collected as grab samples and processed in a laboratory. 

Our final variable list included mean temperature over lake sample profile, range 

between maximum and minimum temperature in that profile, turbidity, maximum 

depth, and concentrations of total phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN), dissolved 

organic carbon (DOC), chlorophyll a (chl a), mean dissolved oxygen (DO) over sampled 

profile, and microcystin. After removing outliers with temperatures of over 100°C and 
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samples with missing data, there remained 1,045 man-made and 870 natural sample 

sites. We log-transformed all variables to achieve normalcy and homoscedasticity for use 

in a structural equations model (SEM), “sem” (Rosseel et al. 2017), in which we 

compared the relationships between them in natural and artificial ponds. We originally 

attempted a larger model including more physical data about the lakes and their 

watersheds, such as areas, and logit-transformed watershed percent cover data from the 

NLCD, in an attempt to better explain the role of watershed setting and physical 

properties, including design, on our variables of interest, but could not achieve a model 

that identified properly. We examined D-separation and Fisher’s C (Lefcheck 2016) and 

then the model function test statistic (Rosseel et al. 2017) to make sure the model was a 

good fit, and added relationships that we had determined had natural history reasons to 

belong in the model to our basis set until this fit was achieved. The versions of the SEM 

tested included one that grouped the model by lake origin, generating separate SEMs for 

natural and manmade lakes, and one that lumped them all together; we compared the 

two using an ANOVA (Davies, Ihaka, and Team 2015). We also examined the 

distributions of the actual data associated with each variable, and computed 95% 

confidence intervals about the means for each year/origin combination, e.g. 2007 natural, 

2007 man-made, etc. Finally, we compared the SEM and variable values to assess 

forcings by the different variables upon each other. 
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4.3. Results 

The SEM that separated natural and manmade lakes fit best (Χ2=4.905, df=8, 

p=0.768); the equivalent model that did not separate the two did not even fit (Χ2=1007.6, 

df=43, p<0.001), and was significantly different (Χ2=1044.6, df=48, p<0.001). That said, 

most parts of the models look very similar (Fig. 19). Both show a strong positive effect 

on chlorophyll concentration by temperature and nitrogen, with a lesser effect by 

phosphorus. This greater effect of nitrogen rather than phosphorus runs counter to the 

Figure 18: Structural equations model of the algal bloom process in natural and 
man-made lakes. Each box represents a variable. Arrows scale to size of effect. 

Figure 19: Structural equations model of the algal bloom process in natural and 
man-made lakes. Each box represents a variable. Arrows scale to size of effect. 
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dominant hypothesis in limnology that phosphorus is the primary limiting nutrient in 

lakes (Schindler et al. 2016), but it held true across both natural and man-made lake 

types.Both types also show strong positive effects of depth on temperature range, and 

total nitrogen on dissolved organic carbon. Turbidity increased somewhat with total 

nitrogen and phosphorus and with chlorophyll, and was dampened by DOC. DO 

decreased at least somewhat as temperature and its range increased, and as chlorophyll 

increased; meanwhile DO reduced DOC. Total nitrogen increased microcystin 

concentration. Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations were correlated. 

Figure 20: Difference Between Man-Made and Natural Structural Equations 
Model. This figure was generated by subtracting Fig. 18 a, the coefficients of the 
natural structural equations model, from Fig. 18 b, the coefficients of the man-made 
SEM. Arrow line widths correspond to the size of the difference between the two 
coefficients. 
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There most obvious differences between the natural and man-made models are 

in terms of size of effect; man-made waterbodies were generally less predictable, with 

smaller coefficients. Temperature and TN increased chlorophyll somewhat more in 

artificial waterbodies, while TN had a much smaller effect on DOC there, where there is 

more DOC (Fig. 20), and depth affected the range of temperature less (Fig. 19). TN had a 

substantially smaller impact on turbidity in man-made lakes (Fig. 20). Some effects 

appear or disappear across models (Fig. 20). Temperature range dampened microcystin 

concentrations in natural waterbodies, while turbidity substantially increased it (Fig. 20); 

neither of these effects showed up strongly in manmade waterbodies (Fig. 19), which 

had somewhat less temperature range and more turbidity generally (Fig. 21). DO was 

less in colder and deeper artificial waterbodies (Fig. 21); man-made waterbodies were 

generally warmer and a little deeper, and lower in DO (Fig. 21). 

In general, the distributions of the data across years and lake origin types were 

more similar than they were different (Fig. 21). Maximum depth and temperature range 

decreased somewhat on average between 2007 and 2012, while TP and chlorophyll 

increased. The spread of the data dwarfs the differences in the averages and medians. 
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4.4. Discussion 

Despite the statistically significant difference in the SEM as grouped for artificial 

and natural lakes, what the SEM (Fig. 19) shows overall, by starting with the same basic 

model for artificial and natural lakes and arriving at a solution for each, is that the two 

go about forming algal blooms and associated water quality issues in much the same 

way, from the same basic drivers. The mostly overlapping data distributions (Fig. 21) 

reiterate this similarity. Artificial lakes are still lakes. 

That said, the differences between the two lake origins may partially reflect a 

differing driver, in the form of water releases as dam management interfering with 

thermal stratification on larger artificial waterbodies. In these man-made waterbodies, 

Figure 20:  Figure 21: Box Plots Representing Variable Data Distributions. Notches are 
95% confidence intervals about the medians; red rectangles are 95% confidence 
intervals about the means. 
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depth has a lesser effect on thermal range, but mean temperature has a greater effect on 

dissolved oxygen, which makes sense if larger artificial waterbodies are most likely 

managed reservoirs, with controlled releases of water at different levels that impact 

thermal stratification and lower residence times. Humans impacting temperature could 

also explain why mean temperature is a stronger driver of algal blooms in artificial 

aquatic systems. The greater TP to turbidity interaction could reflect clay particles and 

greater sediments flowing into reservoirs on average, and the tendency of TN to increase 

the chlorophyll pool more than the DOC pool and turbidity in artificial lakes could also 

reflect shorter residence times. Even out of reservoirs, in dredged farm ponds, for 

example, artificial lakes are likely to be disturbed by humans more frequently than 

natural ones (Oertli 2018), which would trigger a form of turn-over. 

Our findings confirm that patterns previous authors (Doubek and Carey 2017, 

Beaulieu, Pick, and Gregory-Eaves 2013) had observed in the 2007 NLA data continued 

into 2012, and add some new information as to why those patterns occur. We suggest 

that continuing to think in this process-based way could lead to a yet better 

understanding of those and other trends in this rich dataset. 

4.5. Conclusion 

The process by which the thousands of lakes sampled throughout the U.S. in 

2007 and 2012 form algal blooms and related water quality issues does indeed differ 

between artificial and natural lakes. These differences may partially reflect water 
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releases in large riverine reservoirs, which impact temperature and thermal 

stratification. While significant, the differences are less striking than the similarities; 

which environmental variables drive which environmental variables by approximately 

how much in what direction are mostly the same. These results suggest a combination, 

then, of conclusions about artificial lakes, both that they mostly function like natural 

lakes, and that human intervention may strongly impact them. This finding means that 

managers and policy-makers should probably assume an artificial lake functions 

roughly similarly to its natural cousins, until or unless given reason to suspect 

otherwise, but really, without actual data on the artificial lake itself, we risk missing 

something important.  
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5. Conclusion 

In Chapter 1, a variety of waterbodies may count as artificial in different 

contexts. Artificiality is an insufficient explanation for their ecological condition; instead 

we should test process-based alternatives such as setting, design, and age. Better 

knowledge of these drivers could improve management potential over a potentially 

large expanse of ecosystems, known to sometimes provide ecosystem services and 

disservices of concern. Policy based on our current perception of these systems may 

reinforce negative expectations. 

In Chapter 2, irrigation-style ditches in network with a natural creek fresh from 

the Sierra Nevada Mountains in small Bishop, California, have statistically 

undifferentiable benthic macroinvertebrate communities from natural creek 

communities, given similar substrate and same season. Communities do decline in 

sensitive taxa (mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies) and biodiversity downstream across 

town, presumably as the influence of urban and agricultural land use increases. 

Communities in creeks that are close together are more similar than communities in 

ditches that are close together, suggesting some difference in community assembly. 

In Chapter 3, across 32 agricultural, forested, and freeway roadside ditch reaches 

in the North Carolina Coastal Plain, all supported predominantly wetland plants, and 

had at least some soil carbon and signs of wetness. Plant communities differed across 

site types, however, in response to landscape variables like development in the vicinity 
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and local variables like apparent mowing (on freeway roadsides). Forested sites were 

more easterly and swampy. Agricultural sites had greater plant cover, including of taxa 

of driest and wettest wetland indicator groups. 

In chapter 4, approximately 1,000 lakes sampled for a wide range of variables in 

2007 and 1,000 more in 2012, half natural and half manmade, formed algal blooms and 

some associated water quality issues like low oxygen and cloudiness through similar 

processes, largely driven by heat and nitrogen. There were some differences in degrees 

of response, particularly in response to temperature and nutrients, that were partially 

depth-dependent. 

The first chapter provides more research directions than firm answers, and the 

others began to follow the path it set out, by trying to disentangle the processes through 

which classic indicator variables for the natural analogs to each system came to vary in 

artificial systems. As expected, the answer is mixed. All three of the empirical chapters 

suggest an influence of watershed and the water flowing from it on the systems, through 

the urbanization gradient in Chapter 2, the land cover associating with plant 

communities and other variables in Chapter 3, and the responses to nutrient inputs in 

Ch. 4. There are hints that design and management could matter, via the apparent 

mowing effect in Ch.3 and the possible dam management effect in Ch. 4. I did not get to 

research the impact of time and age in this dissertation. In any case, the artificial aquatic 

systems show both similarities to natural systems, in all chapters, but especially Ch. 2, 
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and differences, especially in Ch. 4. They show a great variety of ecological structure, 

even within the seemingly simple category of ditches containing Chapters 2 and 3. In all, 

there is a potential for artificial aquatic ecosystems, to resemble natural systems at times 

and to be novel, and limitations, placed by their surrounding and upstream 

environments if nothing else. This mixture suggests, as posited in Ch. 1, that the 

artificial/natural dichotomy is more appropriately thought of as a gradient, even as my 

own studies conformed to the dichotomy for this dissertation.Artificial aquatic systems 

could be more than what they are (Oertli 2018), if we humans wanted to get more 

creative with design (sensu Ross 2015); we have not maximized their ecological potential 

yet. Decisions are open to us, indeed, mandated, in some cases, and as always, more 

data could improve our chances of making good ones. 
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